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About This Guide/Eolas Faoin Treoir Seo
Picture This!/Amharc! Breathnaigh! Féach! is a celebration of illustration. Our slogan in Irish,
translated literally, means ‘Look! Look! Look!’ – an ideal mantra as you pick up any of these beautiful
books. Picturebooks are a child’s f irst introduction to stories, to their own small world and the greater
world around them, to colours and shapes. They are works of art, with some telling complex stories
using no words at all. Too often, when a child reaches a certain age they are ‘weaned off ’ picturebooks
towards chapterbooks with more text and fewer illustrations. This guide not only recommends
wonderful illustrated texts, but sends a clear message that there is no need to graduate from images
to text – visual literacy is crucial, too, and stories with pictures are for everyone.
We have chosen over 230 books for children and young people aged 0–18 based on the strength of
the imagery in telling a story or conveying information. Some use pictures exclusively, others are
heavily illustrated. This guide is for all, and we are thinking particularly of children who don’t have
English as a f irst language or whose family may not speak English. We are thinking of the refugees
we have welcomed and continue to welcome to Ireland. This guide may also be helpful when choosing
books for those with reading diff iculties, and for reluctant readers who can f ind large chunks of text
daunting and may prefer a comic book or graphic novel. It’s also for folks who just love pictures – like
us!
Amharc! Breathnaigh! Féach!
Elaina Ryan, CEO Children’s Books Ireland
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Introduction by Minister Catherine Martin/
Réamhrá leis an Aire Catherine Martin
Tá leabhair, léitheoireacht agus cruthaitheacht
thar a bheith tábhachtach i bhforbairt leanaí
agus daoine óga na hÉireann. As a former
teacher, I understand that fostering creativity
among children is essential for their growth and
understanding of the world around us. Ireland
is a globally renowned literature hub, and we
can be really proud to have a day – Cruinniú na
nÓg – completely dedicated to free creativity
for children and young people. This is a flagship
initiative of the Creative Ireland Programme’s
Creative Youth Plan, which is designed to enable
the creative potential of every young person,
both within the formal education system and
in informal or community settings. It is these
moments that help spark a child’s imagination
and a lifelong love of culture and creativity.
The universality of storytelling connects people
around the world, opening up new perspectives
and experiences never seen before. Pictures
and words are inseparable. Print from its very
beginning was full of images. The potency of
the picture added to the power of the word. We
have re-arrived in modern digital technology to
a constant sharing of space between the image
and the word. It is a new normal. We no longer
have to grow up and leave the world of books
with pictures behind, to be told we are too old.
Reading words in a context of imagery is now a
new always-on. But I only say that because I am
an adult. For children, that collision of imagery,
words and imagination is always present.
Children’s Books Ireland understand the power
of imagery for a child’s mind. That’s why this
amazing guide Picture This or, as Gaeilge,
Amharc! Breathnaigh! Féach! is being published.
It is an extraordinary trail of adventure for
children in pictures and words. This guide is
focused on reviewing books that use visual
narratives – where imagery is the exclusive or
the majority medium of storytelling or is used
to convey information in a creative way for nonf iction works. It is valuable for all children and
the adults who guide their reading. It is aimed
particularly at children and young people (aged
0–18) who don’t have English as a f irst language.

This September many Ukrainian children will be
welcomed into Irish schools. Think of visiting
another country, with a language you don’t
speak, and how useful visual signs are to help
you navigate your way. Visual communication
transcends language and cultural barriers in its
abilities to communicate across communities.
Picture This is also a great aid to all who have
reading diff iculties, reluctant readers and
anyone who just loves pictures. Every book has
been chosen because it is excellent. Included are
wordless or silent books, there are picturebooks
for all ages. Non-f iction titles convey
information expertly and interestingly in an
array of different ways using picture, illustration,
infographic, comic-style approaches and more.
I want to say a big thank you to Children’s Books
Ireland in their work for developing Picture This.
Tá súil agam go mbainf idh sibh taitneamh as na
leabhair seo.

Catherine Martin TD, Minister for Tourism,
Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media
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About Children’s Books Ireland/
Eolas faoi Leabhair Pháistí Éireann
Children’s Books Ireland’s mission is to inspire a love of reading in children and young people in
Ireland, to share our expertise and enthusiasm with the adults who guide and influence them, to
champion every child’s right to excellent books and live literature events and support the artists who
make that goal possible across the island of Ireland. Our ever-growing and highly committed team
truly believe that we can make a difference, and we know that the projects we run have a signif icant
impact on the children who take part in them. As well as being packed full of reviews, this guide tells
you everything you need to know about Children’s Books Ireland – who we are, what we do and,
crucially, how you can support us so we can do more.
We also rely on our Book Clinic team and a number of other friends who make this guide possible.
Their knowledge of what makes a great children’s book is second to none, and we couldn’t do this
without their hard work.
We could not produce this guide without the cooperation of our partners in libraries and bookshops
across Ireland, the support of the publishers, especially those who placed adverts, and the time and
expertise generously given by our editors and the team of 184 reviewers – reviewing over 230 titles
in a short space of time is an extraordinary feat and we are immensely grateful. We also wish to
acknowledge the skill and imagination of both our designer, Fintan Wall, and this year’s illustrator,
John Devolle.
If you love this guide, do get online and check out our other reading guides, themed reading lists and
reviews on the Children’s Books Ireland website – there are plenty more great books to read! And if
you believe in what we do and want to support us, please visit our website and click ‘Support Us’ to
explore ways to make a difference for everyone and every budget.
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Children’s Books Ireland/
Leabhair Pháistí Éireann,
First Floor,
17 North Great George’s Street,
Dublin 1,
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Children’s Books Ireland Projects
Book Gifting – Schools
Children’s Books Ireland advocates for wellstocked school libraries with appropriate staff
to guide young readers. Unfortunately, many
schools lack the resources to make this a
reality. Our book-gifting projects give children
in schools the opportunity to read brilliant
books and to have artists visit their school
to boost their enjoyment of reading. Our
projects include Every Child A Reader: Reading
Communities, Every Child A Reader, the
Robert Dunbar Memorial Libraries, Bookbag,
Free to Be Me Little Libraries and various other
initiatives delivered with the support of our
funders and partners: An Post, Aviva, Brown
Bag Films, Cairn Homes, Citi, Enterprise
Holdings ROAD Forward, Ecclesiastical
Movement for Good Awards, Irish Copyright
Licensing Agency, KPMG, MSD Biotech, MSD
Carlow, William Fry, and numerous publishing
partners. Find out more about how you can
apply for some of these schemes by going to
our website.
This year, thanks to the support of KPMG,
The Ireland Funds, William Fry and others,
we will gift Free To Be Me Little Libraries to
over thirty primary schools. Each school will
receive a selection of a hundred carefully
selected titles from the guide and a specially
designed resource pack. We will also be gifting
f ifty specially curated libraries based on both
Free To Be Me and Picture This with thanks to
the Community Foundation for Ireland. Our
Reading Communities project – a branch of
Every Child A Reader, which began in 2021 – is
8

entering its second school year, thanks to the
support of the RTÉ Late Late Toy Show Appeal
with the Community Foundation for Ireland.
Our four DEIS primary schools in Galway,
Mayo, Louth and Cork have so far received
500 books each, on top of reading and creative
projects led by their Champions of Reading.
Book Gifting – Charity
To ensure that every child can experience the
joy of reading, we donate books to a number
of children’s charities each year. Over the
past year, we have gifted books to numerous
organisations including BUMBLEance;
Blossom; Crosscare; Jacinta’s Smile; Barnardos;
Children in Hospital, Ireland; COPE Galway;
Every Child Is Your Child; Focus Ireland;
Good Shepherd; The Society of St Vincent
de Paul; Wicklow Travellers’ Group; EPIC;
Children’s Health Ireland; as well as numerous
family hubs, direct provision centres and
asylum seekers’ accommodation. Much of this
was made possible by funding from partners,
including The Arts Council, KPMG, The Ireland
Funds and The Community Foundation for
Ireland.

Tionscadail Leabhair Pháistí Éireann
Book Gifting – Babies
Establishing a nationwide book-gifting scheme
for every child in Ireland is one of our longterm goals. Bookseed is a baby book-gifting
initiative that gives babies in Limerick the
gift of three books before their f irst birthday.
Bookseed encourages families to enjoy books
together, starting children on a lifelong journey
with reading and informing parents of not
just the benef its but also the joy of reading.
Children’s Books Ireland ran this project in
partnership with the Health Service Executive
and Limerick Libraries. This project has been
evaluated by a team from Mary Immaculate
College, Limerick. It was funded by the JP
McManus Benevolent Fund and Rethink Ireland
(formerly the Social Innovation Fund Ireland).
Bookseed ran until December 2021. In 2022,
Children’s Books Ireland and Children’s Health
Ireland began a collaboration in delivering a new
book-gifting programme, piloting in Crumlin
Hospital’s ICU ward.

Resources
Children’s Books Ireland provides resource
packs with questions and activities for use in
the classroom, by book clubs or for individual
use at home. For pre-schoolers ten great reads
are broken down in ‘Small Print’. ‘Class Reads’
are great classroom reads broken down by age
across six levels and supported by artist videos.
The Junior Juries’ resource pack for 2021 and
f ive previous years, bound up into primary and
secondary school resources, are great for those
who can’t f ind a suitable class novel in ‘Class
Reads’, and videos are available as support. The
‘Mind Yourself ’ resource takes twenty-one
titles reviewed in Mind Yourself: The Mental
Health and Wellbeing Reading Guide, designed
to open up conversations around mental health
and wellbeing with primary school children;
this pack also has artist videos to support it.
Free To Be Me is a project that celebrates
diversity, representation and inclusion in books
for children and young people aged 0–18,
to ensure equity and visibility in both school
and public libraries, bookshops and shelves
in the home. For these packs, we have taken
recommended books from Free To Be Me: The
Diversity, Inclusion and Representation Reading
Guide and explored them further, creating
useful resources for primary and secondary
schools, with questions, activities and other
suggested areas to explore. You can f ind all
these resources, plus great tips for setting up a
school library and creating a reading culture in
your school, and lots more free downloads, on
our website.
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Children’s Books Ireland Book Lists and
Themed Reading Guides
Arranged by theme, Children’s Books Ireland’s
book lists are very similar to this guide. You
can download them from our website. These
lists and guides are great for use in the
classroom, for book clubs or for those looking
for their next good read. They are clearly
laid out with age recommendations. In 2022
we published the ‘Share A Story’ guide in
partnership with Hibernia College, designed
to support everyone, but especially educators,
in encouraging bonds between children and
older generations. Our updated ‘Pride’ reading
guide builds on the ‘Rainbow Reads’ reading
list produced with An Post and contains 100
LGBTQIA+ inclusive books for young readers
aged 0–18. ‘Together With Refugees’ in
partnership with UNHCR, the UN Refugee
Agency, is designed to highlight excellent
stories that help young readers to understand
and build solidarity with those forced from their
homes.
Children’s Books Ireland Book Clinics
Children’s Books Ireland Book Clinics are
inclusive, free events where all families are
welcome. The Book Doctor writes personalised
reading ‘prescriptions’ for children of all ages,
abilities and needs, based on their interests and
reading preferences. Our Book Doctors have
been trained to welcome young readers with
autism, dyslexia, ADHD or visual impairment.
Páistí agus teaghlaigh arb í an Ghaeilge a
máthairteanga, freastalaíonn an Dochtúir
Leabhar orthusan freisin. These clinics are
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also available online via Facebook and Zoom.
Families can check out our website to see when
the next Book Clinic will take place. If you wish
to programme a Book Clinic at your festival,
library or venue, please contact Aoife Murray,
Programme & Events Manager, on
aoife@childrensbooksireland.ie
KPMG Children’s Books Ireland Awards
These awards are the leading annual children’s
book awards in Ireland. Recently celebrating
their thirtieth year, the awards are made
annually to identify, honour and promote
excellence in books for young people by Irish
authors and illustrators. The awards are the
most prestigious in Ireland and offer one
of the few opportunities for national and
international recognition of Irish authors and
illustrators. Excellence in children’s books is
the over-arching criterion and a total of six
awards are made: the Book of the Year Award,
Honour Award for Fiction, Honour Award
for Illustration, Eilís Dillon Award (for a f irst
children’s book), the Judges’ Special Award and
the Junior Juries’ Award.
KPMG Reading Hero Award
Launched in 2020, this award recognises an
extraordinary young reader who is nominated
by their peers or by an adult in their lives. All
over the island of Ireland are extraordinary
young people whose participation and interest
in books and reading is remarkable. They may
be voracious readers or may have completed
their f irst book, overcoming learning or
language diff iculties to do so. They may not be

the best student or the fastest reader, but their
efforts will merit reward, and we want to hear,
and share, their story. Nominations open in
March 2023.
KPMG Children’s Books Ireland Awards –
Junior Juries
The opinions of young readers are a crucial part
of our annual book awards, which is why the
Junior Juries have been a key component of the
awards since 2005. Junior Juries give young
people of all ages the opportunity to read
and critique the shortlisted books, with the
scores submitted by Junior Juries island-wide
resulting in the Junior Juries’ Award winner.
Participation is free of charge and each group
receives posters, bookmarks and a specially
designed resource pack, crammed with quizzes
and activities based on the shortlisted books.
Reading begins when the shortlist is announced
in February each year and groups can sign up
from January onwards via email at awards@
childrensbooksireland.ie
Children’s Books Ireland International
Conference
Our conference is a celebration of the best in
children’s books. It is a unique opportunity to
critically reflect on the impact and importance
of books for young people. Anyone with an
interest in and a passion for children’s books
is welcome to attend and participate in what is
always an outward-looking, lively and thoughtprovoking event.

Oliver Jeffers, Louise O’Neill, David Almond,
Eoin Colfer, Kwame Alexander and Michael
Rosen.
Laureate na nÓg
Laureate na nÓg, Ireland’s Children’s Literature
Laureate, is a unique honour that was awarded
for the f irst time in May 2010. Author Siobhán
Parkinson was followed by Niamh Sharkey,
Eoin Colfer, PJ Lynch and Sarah Crossan.
Áine Ní Ghlinn is the sixth Laureate na nÓg.
Her ambition as laureate is to lift the cloak
of invisibility from Irish language authors and
books, and to encourage children and young
people to read for pleasure as Gaeilge. Laureate
na nÓg is an initiative of the Arts Council. It is
managed and delivered on the Council’s behalf
by Children’s Books Ireland and supported by
the Arts Council of Northern Ireland and the
Department of Children, Equality, Disability,
Integration and Youth. By honouring an
artist of exceptional talent and commitment,
Laureate na nÓg champions and celebrates
literature for children and young people,
inspiring generations of writers, illustrators and
readers. Ireland’s seventh Laureate na nÓg will
be announced in May 2023.
childrenslaureate.ie

Past speakers include Lauren Child, Shaun Tan,
Kate DiCamillo, Jon Klassen, Hervé Tullet,
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Working in Partnership
Our long list of partners and supporters is on
page 99. As a small organisation, we love to
work with others who have similar strategic aims
so that we can increase our impact. We are a
member of EURead, a consortium of European
reading promotion organisations, and of Lionra:
The Ireland-Scotland Youth Literature and
Arts Network. We are a member of Charities
Institute Ireland and we are a Business to Arts
Aff iliate. We represent Ireland at the Bologna
Children’s Book Fair each year by running the
joint stand on behalf of publishers and other
organisations. We are also a member of Words
Ireland, an informal grouping of literature
organisations that share a common vision
of providing a cohesive and comprehensive
literature resource service to the sector and
its wider community, both nationally and
internationally.
Professional Development
Children’s Books Ireland supports authors,
illustrators, publishers and event programmers,
with the ultimate aim of ensuring that young
readers in Ireland can experience the richness
and diversity of contemporary Irish society and
culture expressed in literature. Our ProperBook
training series, devised in partnership with
author and programmer Sarah Webb, addresses
everything an artist needs to know about
writing, illustrating and publishing children’s
books. Our in-person events foster a sense
of community which is continued online with
our monthly Children’s Books Ireland Artists’
Coffee Mornings.
12

Our website offers a suite of up-to-date
resources, assisting artists to negotiate new
developments, changes and growth in their
careers. In partnership with the Tyrone Guthrie
Centre at Annaghmakerrig, we offer three
mid-career artist bursaries annually, as well
as three bursaries as part of the Laureate na
nÓg project. In 2022 Children’s Books Ireland
worked with partners Illustrators Ireland,
Publishing Ireland, the Dublin Book Festival
and the Tyrone Guthrie Centre on the Raising
Voices fellowship, which aims to develop and
support aspiring artists from underrepresented
backgrounds to make work for children and
young adults.
Inis Magazine
Inis magazine is published three times a year
and appears in print and online. It is the most
important record of the development of Irish
children’s literature and is a source of regular
reviews for Irish authors, illustrators and
publishers and Irish language texts. It serves
a diverse audience of writers, illustrators,
publishers, teachers, librarians, academics,
students and parents/guardians in Ireland and
abroad. Children’s Books Ireland is committed
to publishing a minimum number of Irish
language reviews (approximately 10 per cent
of the number in English) and a feature in
Irish in each issue. Our website is also updated
regularly with original reviews and in-depth
features. Children’s Books Ireland is grateful
for the support of our team of reviewers,
writers and interviewers.

Research, Evaluation and Consultation
In 2020, Children’s Books Ireland added a
part-time Research & Evaluation Off icer to
our team. We are committed to measuring our
impact and implementing a robust impactmanagement strategy, as well as communicating
the impact of our work. By evaluating our
programmes and collating a body of relevant
Irish and international research, we can make
evidence-based decisions. We encourage
and facilitate important research in our f ield
by partnering with third level institutions
including Trinity College Dublin, Dublin City
University, Maynooth University and Mary
Immaculate College, Limerick. Consultation
is crucial: Children’s Books Ireland is always
open to feedback and actively seeks the views
of children, young people, artists and other
stakeholders to inform our planning.

You can find us online!

For Children’s Books Ireland membership
and resources, go online to
childrensbooksireland.ie

Book Clubs
Check out the Children’s Books Ireland book
club in partnership with RTÉjr on
www.rte.ie/kids/book-club/ where you can
catch up with all our recommended reads.
Or join the book club on RTÉjr’s Facebook
page, facebook.com/rtejr, for weekly book
reviews from our Children’s Books Ireland
Book Doctors and great reading ideas for
your little ones. Teachers may be particularly
interested in Children’s Books Ireland’s
monthly recommended read for primary school
children in InTouch, the magazine of the Irish
National Teacher’s Organisation. The magazine
is available to read online at into.ie.
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Celebrating 25 Years of Change
/25 Blianta ag Athrú Saolta
Everything that you have read about in these pages – every school library launched, every artist event
and every book gifted to a child in need – has only been made possible with the support of our donors,
trusts, foundations and partners.
We’re turning 25 this year. That’s 25 years of changing lives by introducing children to the magic of
reading. If you can, we would love for you to celebrate this milestone with us by joining our wonderful
community of donors.

Make a Birthday Gift
Help us mark this milestone with a once-off donation to our work. A gift of just €12 can put a brandnew book in the hands of a young reader who needs it, sparking imagination and bringing joy. You can
donate now on our website.

Become a Leading Light
Ensure that we can inspire young readers for years to come by making a monthly gift to Children’s
Books Ireland. Become a Sunbeam, Lightning Bolt, Shooting Star or Luminary, each with their own
level of impact and reward. Sign up today on our website.

Join our Corporate Community
Our corporate and philanthropic partnerships are vital in continuing our mission to make reading
a part of every child’s life. If your company would like to celebrate our twenty-f ifth birthday
with a once-off donation or an exciting collaboration, please get in touch with Gráinne Kennedy,
Development Manager, at grainne@childrensbooksireland.ie
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HERVÉ TULLET

PRESS HERE

CHRONICLE BOOKS 2019 (BOARD) 46PP £6.99 ISBN 9781452178592

There is no story in Press Here and no characters. But every page is a
cliffhanger!
•
On the first page, we see a yellow dot and the words ‘Press here and turn
the page’. When we do – surprise! There are now two dots.
•
As we keep following instructions (pressing, rubbing, shaking, blowing,
clapping …) the dots multiply, grow, change colour and move about.
•
Expect to be surrounded by eager hands that want to make the magic
happen and can’t wait to discover the next surprise.
(All ages) [JS]
READ ALSO: Shake the Tree! by minibombo
•

ATINUKE illustrated by ANGELA BROOKSBANK

B IS FOR BABY

WALKER BOOKS 2020 (PBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406390872

In rural Africa, Baby’s unexpected adventure starts when she climbs in
a basket full of bananas and big brother takes the basket away without
noticing the precious cargo.
•
As they cycle through the village, Baby peeks out as the world goes by,
seeing birds, buses, baobab trees and baboons.
•
With very little text and beautiful illustrations, this lovely,
heartwarming story is suitable for very young readers and may be
especially appropriate for those who have a little sibling on the loose!
(Age 0–2) [EMcK]
READ ALSO: TouchWords: My Day by Rilla Alexander
•

ÉLO

BIG DOG, LITTLE DOG
WALKER STUDIO 2018 (BOARD) 20PP £8.99 ISBN 9781406379495

Get ready to meet a whole host of cool new doggy friends in this playful
lift-the-flap book of opposites for little ones!
•
Bursting with graphic flair and clever paper craft, it’s a book that
delivers just as much on style and creativity as it does on learning.
•
Élo’s use of abstract features and contrasting patterns works wonderfully
to give each dog its own personality, and the colour palette gives this
lovely boardbook a fresh, modern twist.
(Age 0–2) [LQ]
READ ALSO: Hippopposites by Janik Coat
•
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ANNE HUNTER

WHERE’S BABY?
WALKER BOOKS 2020 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406393781

This timeless story is based on the much-loved game of pretend hideand-seek between an adult and a small child.
•
The characters explore their woodsy surroundings and meet animal
friends.
•
Detailed pictures are gently complemented by a limited colour scheme
that goes a long way to highlighting the plot.
•
Children will recognise this adorable game from their own lives and
look forward to scouting out Baby Fox in each spread. Expect lots of
rereads!
(Age 0–2) [MAS]
READ ALSO: Where’s Lenny? by Ken Wilson-Max
•

TADHG Mac DHONNAGÁIN maisithe ag STEVE SIMPSON

CLOISIM RUD ÉIGIN

FUTA FATA 2012 (CAIRTCHL ÁR) 14LCH €8.95 ISBN 9781910945629

Cloiseann Dainín fuaimeanna éagsúla agus é ag spraoi, ach céard iad na
fuaimeanna seo?
•
Taitneoidh an gné d’iontas sa leabhar seo go mór le páistí óga agus iad
ag réamh-mheas cárbh as a thagann na fuaimeanna ón gcéad leathanach
eile.
•
Is féidir an leabhar a léamh arís is arís ag baint sult as na fuaimeanna
éagsúla.
•
Tá trí leabhar eile ar fáil sa tsraith Dainín: Cá bhfuil Teidí?, Bog Chun
Siúil! agus Lá Álainn Dainín (tadhall-leabhar).
(Aois 0–2) [AÓD]
LÉIGH FREISIN: An tsraith Baba agus Jeaic le Pauline Oud agus Tadhg
Mac Dhonnagáin
•

TATSUHIDE MATSUOKA

JUMP!

GECKO PRESS 2019 (BOARD) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 97817 76572311

Delightful pictures of various creatures are resting, waiting for the
perfect moment to pounce. Then boing!
•
Little ones will love imitating frog, rabbit or even snail, and exploring
their expressive faces as they finally take flight … or not.
•
A simple concept, but the clever use of white space and bold animated
typography make this an energetic read.
•
It’s almost guaranteed that little ones – and maybe even their
grown-ups – will be airborne before the final page is turned.
(Age 0–2) [LQ]
READ ALSO: Jane Foster’s Let’s Play! by Jane Foster
•
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MARY MURPHY

HOW KIND! A FIRST BOOK OF KINDNESS
WALKER BOOKS 2022 (BOARD) 18PP £6.99 ISBN 9781529505344

When Hen gives Pig an egg, one nice gesture leads to another, until the
whole farmyard is involved in this circle of generosity.
•
A gentle tale about spontaneous kindness, this boardbook reminds the
reader how much a small, friendly act can change the lives of those
around us for the better.
•
Mary Murphy’s illustrations are a perfect match to this positive story,
with their bright and bold colours. The adorable farm animals will keep
younger readers engaged and curious.
(Age 0–2) [VL]
READ ALSO: There, There by Taro Miura
•

SUMANA SEEBORUTH illustrated by ASHLEIGH CORRIN

THAT’S MINE!

BAREFOOT BOOKS 2022 (BOARD) 26PP £6.99 ISBN 9781646862993

This rhyming boardbook explores sharing toys and expressing feelings.
A little girl goes to play with toys at the nursery but decides that all of
them are hers and no one else can play with them.
•
When the other children start having fun playing games without her,
she soon realises that more friends equals more fun!
•
A great book to share with little ones just learning about sharing. The
simple text and expressive illustrations really capture the small dramas
of toddlerhood.
(Age 0–2, 2–4) [LG]
READ ALSO: It’s My Pond! by Claire Garralon
•
•

MUIREANN Ní CHÍOBHÁIN maisithe ag RÓISÍN HAHESSY

EOINÍN

FUTA FATA 2021 (CAIRTCHL ÁR) 12LCH €8.95 ISBN 9781910945728

Buailimid le hEoinín sa scéal seo – uan óg spraíúil a mhealann an
léitheoir isteach ina chluichí.
•
Is leabhar álainn é seo do thuismitheoirí atá ag léamh do pháistí
óga agus tá neart deiseanna ann páirt a ghlacadh sa spraoi – leabhar
idirghníomach é.
•
Tá íomhánna gleoite ó thús go deireadh an leabhair a chuireann Eoinín
in iúl dúinn go soiléir. Tá siad an-oiriúnach do naíonáin mar go léiríónn
siad mothúcháin Eoinín ar bhealach simplí, soiléir agus greannmhar.
(Aois 0–2, 2–4) [IÓM]
LÉIGH FREISIN: An tsraith idirghníomhach Coinín Beag le Jörg Mühle
agus Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin
•
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NIAMH SHARKEY aistrithe ag GABRIEL ROSENSTOCK

STIÚCAÍ STIÚGTHA

WALKER ÉIREANN 2012 (BOG) 32LCH £6.99 ISBN 9781406341232

An-spórt le baint as áiféis an scéil agus na créatúir uile ag iarraidh
Stiúcaí bocht agus a chuid ocrais a shárú.
•
Is dual go mór an t-aistriúchán don Ghaeilge: tá neart saibhris agus
tagairtí cultúrtha ann ar chuile leathanach, ach tugann na léaráidí
leideanna don léitheoir óg.
•
Má bhí do chairde ag cur isteach ort riamh agus tú ag lorg bia, má bhí
tú riamh ag gabháil thar na bearta le do chuid ocrais, ba mhóide an
tsuim a chuirfeas tú i Stiúcaí Stiúgtha!
(Aois 0–2, 2–4) [AMacG]
LÉIGH FREISIN: A Leithéid! le Gillian Lobel, Gabriel Rosenstock agus
Adrienne Geoghegan
•

KAORI TAKAHASHI

PEEK-A-BOOK (SET 01)
TARA BOOKS 2019 (BOARD) 48PP £14.99 ISBN 9788193984147

This set of four slim boardbooks (Boo!, Birthday Surprise, The Tree and
Who’s Hungry?) uses an innovative fold-out design to tell a short story
through pictures alone.
•
Each book folds out and expands to reveal more images, encouraging
both physical dexterity and an understanding of visual narratives.
•
Bright colours and strong, bold lines make the illustrations appealing to
young toddlers.
•
These books offer wonderful opportunities for imaginative storytelling
while reading alone or with an adult.
(Age 0–2, 2–4) [LG]
READ ALSO: Peekaboo Moon by Camilla Reid and Ingela P Arrhenius
•

PENNY TASSONI illustrated by MEL FOUR

TIME TO GO TO NURSERY

FEATHERSTONE 2021 (HBK) 32PP £5.99 ISBN 9781472978080

The gentle text offers reassurance to little readers that nursery is a place
to have fun, make friends and be cared for.
•
Bright, positive illustrations feature children and adults of all races,
abilities and religions enjoying nursery life together – both inside and
outdoors.
•
Interaction is encouraged through simple questions.
•
One in a series of books from a leading early years expert, it offers
practical tips for parents and carers of little ones about to start
preschool.
(Non-fiction, Age 0–2, 2–4) [LQ]
READ ALSO: Goat Goes to Playgroup by Julia Donaldson and Nick Sharratt
•
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edited by SARAH WEBB and CLAIRE RANSON
illustrated by STEVE MCCARTHY

SALLY GO ROUND THE STARS:
RHYMES FROM AN IRISH CHILDHOOD
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2021 (BOARD) 20PP €9.99 ISBN 9781788492461

This boardbook contains a selection of familiar rhymes from
picturebook favourite Sally Go Round the Stars (the full selection was
first published in 2011).
•
This edition will delight young children, parents, guardians and
grandparents, with just nine short texts providing a whole world of
memories to share.
•
The colour palette reflects the nostalgia of the old rhymes, while the
illustrations add to the humour of the text and bring the rhymes up to
date and alive.
(Poetry, Age 0–2, 2–4) [AG]
READ ALSO: The One with the Waggly Tail by Sarah Webb and Steve McCarthy
•

SADHBH DEVLIN maisithe ag RÓISÍN HAHESSY

GEANSAÍ OTTÓ

FUTA FATA 2020 (CRUA) 28LCH €10.95 ISBN 9781910945599

Is breá le hOttó beag a bheith gléasta go faiseanta, ach is breá le Mamó
Ottó geansaithe thar a bheith neamhfhaiseanta a chniotáil dó. Lá
amháin téann Ottó ar thuras fada in aimsir ghránna chun an cheist sin
a phlé le Mamó …
•
Tá mionsonraí iontacha le feiceáil i rith an leabhair, go háirithe i dteach
agus gairdín Mhamó.
•
Déanann an leabhar speisialta seo ceiliúradh ar an ngrá idir na glúnta.
(Aois 0–4, 5–8) [SMcN]
LÉIGH FREISIN: An Fathach is Breátha sa Tír le Julia Donaldson, Tadhg
Mac Dhonnagáin agus Axel Scheffler
•

TADHG Mac DHONNAGÁIN maisithe ag JENNIFER
FARLEY, BRIAN FITZGERALD, TARSILA KRÜSE agus
CHRISTINA O’DONOVAN

BLIAIN NA nAMHRÁN

FUTA FATA 2016 (CRUA) 67LCH €16.95 ISBN 9781910945216

Seo bailiúchán rannta do pháistí roinnte de réir séasúir, dlúthdhiosca
mar thionlacan leis an leabhar agus ceol nuachumtha air.
•
Mar aon leis sin d’oibrigh maisitheoir amháin ar gach séasúr. Leanann
an leabhar mar a leanann na séasúir a chéile.
•
Na beacha, an trá, an zú agus an chuach a thugann an samhradh leo.
Tagann rannta faoi dhuilleoga agus faoi fháinleoga sna sála orthu siúd.
•
Is leabhar iontach ar fad é seo, idir mhaisiúcháin, cheol, amhránaíocht
agus leagan amach.
(Filíocht, Aois 0–4, 5–8) [EMhicC]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Rabhlaí Rabhlaí: Rogha Rannta Traidisiúnta don Aos Óg le
Roibeard Ó Cathasaigh agus Deirdre Lyons Doyle
•
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AIRLIE ANDERSON

CAT’S COLOURS
CHILD’S PL AY 2016 (PBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 9781846437601

On a grey cloudy day, Cat sets out roaming the rolling hills to collect
some colours.
•
She delights in nature’s offerings, from a flutter of purple on a branch to
the sparkling black cosmos, before eventually delivering her very own
colourful surprise.
•
This delightful picturebook is a sweet and simple introduction to
colours and connecting with nature.
•
Surprisingly poetic descriptions appeal to the senses, and charming
illustrations perfectly capture the simple magic of the story.
(Age 2–4) [ED]
READ ALSO: Hooray for Fish! by Lucy Cousins
•

JANIK COAT

LLAMAPHONES
ABRAMS APPLESEED 2018 (BOARD) 36PP £11.99 ISBN 9781419728273

Homophones are words with the same pronunciation but completely
different spellings – so how are young readers supposed to tell the
difference between ‘stare’ and ‘stair’?
•
This stunningly produced boardbook guides the young reader through
a series of such word pairs, cleverly illustrated with the help of a green
llama.
•
Visually striking, Coat’s design aesthetic is both compelling and
accessible, using clean lines and block colours.
•
This book is engaging, different, extremely quirky and simply essential!
(Non-fiction, Age 2–4) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Comparrotives by Janik Coat
•

ROSS COLLINS

THIS IS A DOG
NOSY CROW 2019 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781788005159

Dog wants to be the centre of attention – so much so that he cleverly
tries to take over all the pages of a book entitled My First Animal Book.
•
The words play very well with the images, even sometimes contradicting
them.
•
The simple illustrations are impactful, mostly comprising a plain
coloured background with animal characters drawn in crayon and
watercolour and sporting brilliant facial expressions.
•
Every read will be filled with giggles and laughter.
(Age 2–4) [TK]
READ ALSO: This Book Just Ate My Dog! by Richard Byrne
•
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ANTJE DAMM

THE WOLF AND THE FLY
GECKO PRESS 2020 (BOARD) 22PP £6.99 ISBN 97817 76572809

A peckish little wolf munches his way through some toys in this quirky
book.
•
Little ones will enjoy guessing which toy Wolf chooses to gobble, chomp
or devour next – turning the page to spot an empty space on the shelf
and the comical traces of wolf ’s latest victim.
•
The repetitive narrative pattern and bold use of colour and space in
this stylish book make it easy for young eyes to focus on the guessing
element of the story.
(Age 2–4) [LQ]
READ ALSO: Elephant Island by Leo Timmers
•

DR JESS FRENCH illustrated by PENELOPE DULLAGHAN

CAT CHAT

NOSY CROW 2021 (BOARD) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788008846

Like a cat Duolingo for children, the simple text and charismatic cat
illustrations in this book depict familiar cat poses and translate their
meaning.
•
Written by vet and CBeebies presenter Dr Jess French, this rhyming
boardbook helps little ones understand how a cat’s physical movements,
miaows and behaviours can communicate so much.
•
At the end are five simple rules that reinforce how best to approach a cat
or kitten and become their friend.
•
This is the perfect book for a first-time cat owner.
(Non-fiction, Age 2–4) [OH]
READ ALSO: Lulu Gets a Cat by Anna McQuinn and Rosalind Beardshaw
•

ZIGGY HANAOR illustrated by BEN JAVENS

ALEX & ALEX

CICADA BOOKS 2021 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781800660113

Alex and Alex are best friends and have lots in common, as well as lots
of differences.
•
This picturebook explores ideas of friendship and identity in an inclusive
manner. Neither of the characters is identified as a boy or a girl, and
they both enjoy a mixture of traditionally gendered activities.
•
A palette of bold colours and striking, simplistic lines and shapes make
this a dynamic, playful read, aimed at children who are just beginning
to think about gender.
(Age 2–4) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Anton and the Battle by Ole Könnecke
•
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CHRIS HAUGHTON

MAYBE …

WALKER BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 40PP £7.99 ISBN 9781529503982

Keeping small children safe is a tricky business. Explaining can be
complicated, so showing often works better than telling.
•
Three naughty monkeys cannot see the scary tigers lurking nearby,
while they clamber unawares to pick the sweet mangos they crave, but
the reader can.
•
Gorgeous, expressive puppet-like creatures on planes of saturated colour
tell the story with minimal text, literally leading the reader across the
pages until the end. Or maybe not quite the end … What next?
(Age 2–4) [JW]
READ ALSO: Suddenly! by Colin McNaughton
•

ALISON LIMENTANI

HOW TALL WAS A T. REX?
BOXER BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781910716373

This book will appeal to all budding palaeontologists with its excitingly
illustrated facts and figures about the T. Rex.
•
It graphically demonstrates scale and the massive size of the T. Rex
through its bold and sometimes slightly menacing illustrations.
•
Seeing its eyes ‘as big as baseballs’ and its teeth ‘as big as bananas’
depicted in prints that cover the page are just scary enough to delight
and excite young readers who want to feel a little bit grown up.
•
Be warned: it may also begin an obsession with dinosaurs.
(Non-fiction, Age 2–4) [BLa]
READ ALSO: How Much Does a Ladybird Weigh? by Alison Limentani
•

LOU PEACOCK illustrated by YASMEEN ISMAIL

NUTS!

NOSY CROW 2019 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788004015

Bright colours evocative of autumn trees and fallen leaves make up the
playful illustrations that take centre stage in this simple story about
sharing and friendship.
•
Two young squirrels collecting nuts for winter just can’t seem to get
along. They are joined by a supporting cast of expressive woodland
creatures who help them learn a valuable lesson.
•
This really funny book would make a great gift for squabbling young
siblings.
(Age 2–4) [CÓB]
READ ALSO: Two for Me, One for You by Jörg Mühle
•
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MARIE G. ROHDE

WHERE IN THE WORLD ARE YOU?
WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS 2022 (HBK) 44PP £10.99 ISBN 9781913750756

‘Where is the cat?’ asks this intriguing picturebook, which focuses on
the domestic and local and expands outwards to the limitlessness of
space.
•
Inspired by the COVID-19 lockdown and the author and their child’s
experience of being stuck inside, it shows how everything is connected.
•
The text asks us to locate objects, homes, streets, cities and countries in
an ever-expanding quest to find out where we are.
•
Joyful and colourful flat illustrations bring this interesting philosophical
exercise to life.
(Age 2–4) [LG]
READ ALSO: Quiet! by Kate Alizadeh
•

SADHBH DEVLIN maisithe ag TARSILA KRÜSE

BÍ AG SPRAOI LIOM!

FUTA FATA 2019 (BOG) 32LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781910945681

Feicimid máthair Lúna (ar máthair aonair í) ag cianobair ar ríomhaire,
agus Obair Thábhachtach ar bun.
•
Tá Lúna an-chruthaitheach, ag déanamh a bréagán féin, ag tógáil
meaisín ama agus ag cumadh scéil. Taispeántar na rudaí iontacha is
féidir le cailín óg a dhéanamh.
•
Léiríonn na léaráidí neart nach bhfuil “ráite” sna focail. Is féidir an cat a
leanúint tríd síos, agus léiríonn ábhar sa chúlra na carachtair.
•
Taispeántar an chothromaíocht idir obair dhian agus am spraoi, pictiúir
agus focail.
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [GNíM]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Mise agus an Dragún le Patricia Forde agus Steve Simpson
•

MALACHY DOYLE aistrithe ag MÁIRE ZEPF
maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON

MUIREANN AGUS AN MÍOL MÓR

AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR 2019 (CRUA) 32LCH €14.00 ISBN 9781912929030

Leabhar breá mór i sraith Mhuirinne, maisithe go tarraingteach. Clóite
ar pháipéar aoibhinn a oireann go mór do na léaráidí.
•
Tá Muireann an-chinnte gur gá gníomhú, agus spreagann sí pobal an
oileáin chun cuidiú sa togra mór. Feicimid an difríocht a dhéanann an
grúpa mór daoine le chéile.
•
Léiríonn na leathanaigh cheangal áille na míolta móra, agus ligtear don
ealaín labhairt linn.
•
Tá an-chuid éadaí funcaíáilte ag muintir an oileáin agus tá an leabhar ag
ceiliúradh an éagsúlacht sna teaghlaigh.
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [GNíM]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Gáirdín Mháire na mBláth le Tatyana Feeney
•
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OLIVER JEFFERS aistrithe ag MÁIRE ZEPF

ANSEO ATÁ MUID

FUTA FATA 2018 (CRUA) 48LCH €16.95 ISBN 9781910945391

Rinne Jeffers an leabhar seo dá mhac óg a thabharfadh treoir don saol
agus cur amach dó ar an bpláinéad iontach s’againne. Tá míniú beacht
tuisceanach gleoite tugtha anseo ar go leor ceisteanna coitianta a bhíonn
ag páistí óga.
•
Tugann an scéal deis téamaí tábhachtacha ar nós éagsúlacht, an
timpeallacht, am, an domhan agus an spás a phlé.
•
Tá féasta don tsúil agus ábhar machnaimh ag preabadh ó gach
leathanach.
(Neamhfhicsean, Aois 2–4, 5–8) [MNíC]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Foclóiropedia le Fatti agus John Burke
•

TATYANA FEENEY

ULCHABHÁN ÓG AGUS AN SCAIRF ORÁISTE
AN GÚM 2013 (BOG) 26LCH €5.00 ISBN 9781857919035

Thug Mamaí scairf mhór óráiste d’Ulchabhán Óg, scairf atá chomh mór
sin go dtrasnaíonn sé na leathanaigh chun muid a leanúint tríd an scéal!
•
Úsáidtear léaráidí línelíníochta aondathacha a bhfuil cuma peannluaidhe-dhéanta orthu, agus ní athraíonn an dath ach uair amhain sa
scéal: chun donas agus sonas an phríomhcharachtair a léiriú.
•
Taispeánann léaráidí geala greannmhara an tslí cheart (agus mhícheart)
le léiriú do dhaoine eile cad a thaitníonn leat agus cad nach dtaitníonn
leat.
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [LNíR]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Scúnc agus Smúirín le Muireann Ní Chíobháin agus
Paddy Donnelly
•

FEARGHAS Mac LOCHLAINN
maisithe ag PADDY DONNELLY

AN SLIPÉAR GLOINE

FUTA FATA 2022 (CRUA) 32LCH €12.95 ISBN 9781910945711

Tá Luaithrín in umar na haimléise – níl cead aici dul chuig an mbál.
Tugtar saol nua do sheanscéal Luaithrín – nó Cinderella – sa leabhar
beomhar seo.
•
Is léir go bhfuil an-chumas teanga san údar, ar scríbhneoir agus
cumadóir amhrán é. Téacs liriciúil véarsaíochta atá i gceist agus tá an
scéal ag croitheadh le greann agus le himeartais focal.
•
Líonann léaráidí lonracha físiúla Paddy Donnelly an leathanach, agus
intinn an léitheora.
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [BO’D]
LÉIGH FREISIN: An Garbhán le Julia Donaldson, Gabriel Rosenstock agus
Axel Scheffler
•
•
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ERIKA McGANN maisithe ag GERRY DALY

CÁ BHFUIL PUIFÍN BEAG?

THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2020 (BOG) 32LCH €9.99 ISBN 978178849187 7

Lá breá, grianmhar atá ann ar Sceilig Mhichíl ach tá ár laoch Puifín
Beag imithe ar strae.
•
Taispeánann na léaráidí séimhe, ildaite cé chomh saibhir atá fiadhúlra
an chósta.
•
Buaileann muid le coiníní, deilfeanna, rónta agus neart ainmhithe eile
agus muid ag dul sa tóir ar Phuifín Beag.
•
Beidh fonn ort cuairt a thabhairt ar an trá nuair atá an scéal gleoite seo
léite agat.
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [JÓC]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Percy Péacóg le Gemma Breathnach agus Tarsila Krüse
•

GEMMA Nic CONCHRA

CAOILTE CAILLTE SA MHÚSAEM
ÉABHLÓID 2022 (CRUA) 36LCH €12.00 ISBN 9780995611993

Is cinnte nach bhfuil saol leadránach ag Caoilte, ach is lá fíor-shuimiúil
ar fad lá thuras scoile go Músaem Stair an Dúlra.
•
Tá ealaín den scoth ar fáil sa leabhar seo – is fiú go leor ama a
chaitheamh ag fiosrú gach aon leathanach, tá an méid sin mionléiriú ar
taispeáint.
•
Leabhar spraíúil fíor-thaitneamhach atá ann, mar gheall ar na léaráidí
leithleacha tarraingteacha. Ar an gclúdach istigh, fiú, tá pictiúr de
dhoras le feiceáil, leis na focail ‘níl cead isteach’ scríofa ar barr – leid den
saghas pleidhcíochta atá le teacht!
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [FMi]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Ar Strae Beagán le Chris Haughton agus Gabriel
Rosenstock
•

CÁIT Nic SHEÁIN maisithe ag ANDY WHITSON

CÚRAILLE I gCEANNAS

AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR 2015 (CRUA) 36LCH £9.95 ISBN 9780955227196

Is maith le Cúraille (an páiste is sine) a bheith i gceannas. Ní éisteann
Bobo (an páiste is óige) i gcónaí le Cúraille, áfach!
•
Tá spás mór folamh sna léaráidí i dtosach a ligeann don scéal análú,
spás a úsáidtear ar ball chun plódú a dhéanamh agus líonra arrachtaí á
thaispeáint. Osclaíonn an scéal comhrá faoi chrógacht, agus gníomhú
nuair atá eagla ort.
•
Fainic! D’fhéadfadh na harrachtaí a bheith scanrúil go leor, iad mór
millteach agus béal lán fiacla orthu!
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [GNíM]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Beag Bídeach le Sadhbh Devlin agus Róisín Hahessy
•
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CAITRÍONA Nic SHEÁIN maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON

POP!

AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR 2013 (CRUA) 44LCH £9.95 ISBN 9780955227172

Tá clúdach bríomhar buí bándearg ar an leabhar seo a thugann isteach
muid láithreach bonn chuig scéal eachtraíochta Rua agus a cairde, lán le
codarsnacht idir an dorchadas agus dathanna geala.
•
Líonann léaráidí lonracha lándaite an leathanach, agus dhá leathanach
in úsáid le chéile uaireanta leis an scéal a bhogadh agus a leathnú
amach.
•
Tá cuid de stíl na pop-ealaíne féin sa leabhar seo, agus íomhánna na
leathanach scoite amach i bhfrámaí cearnógacha, agus athrá déanta leis
na híomhánna sin.
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [GNíM]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Ná Dúisigh an Páiste! le Patricia Forde agus Steve Simpson
•

MÁIRE ZEPF maisithe ag PADDY DONNELLY

MÍP

FUTA FATA 2020 (BOG) 28LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781910945582

Sa scéal seo cuirimid aithne ar Míp – róbat atá ar aistear go Mars agus é
ag cuardach eachtrán.
•
Foghlaimíonn eolaithe an domhain an-chuid faoi Mars ó Mhíp ach is
léir go bhfuil cúpla rún fós ar an bplainéad dearg.
•
Is leabhar beag gleoite é seo. Léirítear gnéithe móra den scéal tríd na
híomhánna tarraingteacha. Cuireann na pictiúir go mór leis an ngreann
atá mar chuid lárnach den scéilín álainn seo.
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [IÓM]
LÉIGH FREISIN: An tEolaí Óg: Spraoi le hUisce le Lisa Burke agus Patricia
Mac Eoin
•

MÁIRE ZEPF maisithe ag MR ANDO

RITA AGUS AN LAMPA DRAÍOCHTA
AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR 2020 (CRUA) 28LCH £12.99 ISBN 9781912929108

Is scéal é seo lán le spraoi, dathanna geala agus samhlaíocht inar féidir
le ginid lampa mianta saoil páistí a thabhairt dóibh – ó bhia blasta go
seodra agus éadaí áille!
•
Caithfear a bheith cúramach áfach!...tá mianta difriúla ag páistí difriúla
agus uaireanta is fearr na rudaí galánta sa saol a roinnt.
•
Féach an domhan álainn daite a chruthaíonn ginid an lampa do Rita
agus dá deartháir agus bain sult as draíocht an scéil agus áilleacht an
phictiúrleabhair!
•
Seo an séú leabhar sa tsraith Rita.
(Aois 2–4, 5–8) [LNicanB]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Macán ag Roinnt lena Chairde le Orianne Lallemand,
Darach Ó Scolaí agus Éléonore Thuillier
•
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NAOMI DANIS illustrated by DANIEL RIELEY

BYE, CAR

CHILD’S PL AY 2021 (PBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 9781786285669

This book is a walking journey all about the cars the characters say
goodbye to: red car, vroom-vroom-vroom car, dashing car and many
more!
•
The inviting artwork shifts from a greyish landscape to a greener
palette as the characters say hello to alternative transport, like bicycles,
skateboards, scooters and trams.
•
A diverse and inclusive cast of characters are seen living their daily lives,
many of them wearing masks.
•
The short text in easy rhymes also focuses on opposites (near/far, big/
tiny, noisy/quiet).
(Non-fiction, Age 2–6) [TK]
READ ALSO: Our Green City by Tanya Lloyd Kyi and Colleen Larmour
•

MARIA JO ILUSTRA JO

FLOODED

FIRST EDITIONS 2022 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9780711276765

This picturebook tells the story of the animals who live in a city that
slowly begins to flood. At first, the creatures aren’t worried – until the
problem gets bigger and bigger.
•
This powerful book carries a message that can apply to many
circumstances: when we work together, the solution to any problem can
always be found.
•
The illustrations are wonderful, and the simple blue, white and yellow
colour palette is effective and beautifully designed.
(Age 2–6) [RE]
READ ALSO: Where’s the Starfish? by Barroux
•

JOËLLE JOLIVET

AN INDIAN BEACH (BY DAY AND NIGHT)
TARA BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 16PP £14.99 ISBN 9789383145676

This book is one continuous picture of twenty-four hours on a Chennai
beach.
•
Readers can tell their own stories through the text-free illustrations of
the Indian seaside or colour the monochrome prints.
•
The depiction of Indian families in markets, homes and by the sea shows
how a place and its residents can be different, depending on the time of
day.
•
Jolivet’s lino-print artwork and the variety of ways the book can be
opened and folded make it both creative and interactive.
(Non-fiction, Age 2–6) [OH]
READ ALSO: A Village Is a Busy Place by Rohima Chitrakar
•
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NICOLA O’BYRNE

BAD CAT!

NOSY CROW 2020 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788008860

Fluffykins is a cat with a big personality who demands his human’s
attention by playing dangerously close to their favourite possessions –
oops!
•
This entertaining story can be read as a parable about the toddler–adult
relationship, especially on a day when the small person may be grumpy
and the parent or guardian distracted.
•
The illustrations are full of character and put Fluffykins at the centre
of the action, helping to focus young readers on the tensions and
possibilities of the story.
(Age 2–6) [AG]
READ ALSO: Oh No, George! by Chris Haughton
•

MOLLY POTTER illustrated by SARAH JENNINGS

THE SAME BUT DIFFERENT

FEATHERSTONE 2021 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9781472978028

This non-fiction picturebook talks about the many things that make
people different, but also how we can be very similar.
•
Topics discussed include personality, family, language, race, gender,
sexuality, disability, mental health, opinions and beliefs, and more.
•
There is information at the back for grown-ups to read too.
•
The bright and colourful illustrations of different people do a great job
of reflecting the topic of the book and the diverse world we live in.
(Non-fiction, Age 2–6) [RE]
READ ALSO: Who Are You? by Smriti Halls and Ali Pye
•

JULIETTE SAUMANDE maisithe ag TARSILA KRÜSE

MY LITTLE ALBUM OF IRELAND

THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2021 (CRUA) 48LCH €12.99 ISBN 9781788492195

This bilingual book looks at life in rural and urban Ireland today,
highlighting its rich cultural diversity.
•
Roinntear na pictiúir de réir shéasúir na bliana agus cuireann
ainmneacha dátheangacha na n-áiteanna go mór le saibhreas an
leabhair.
•
Bhainfeadh idir pháistí óga agus daoine fásta taitneamh agus tairbhe as.
(Neamhfhicsean, Aois 2–6) [SNíA]
LÉIGH FREISIN: My Little Album of Dublin le Juliette Saumande agus
Tarsila Krüse
•
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LAUREN TOBIA

OSCAR’S TOWER OF FLOWERS
WALKER BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 40PP £7.99 ISBN 9781529504064

Oscar feels lost when his mum goes away and he goes to stay with his
nan.
•
When he finds and waters a wilting plant, bringing it back to life, he
discovers a passion for caring for plants that makes him feel happy
again.
•
This is a joyful celebration of how caring for nature makes us feel good.
•
A lush and beautifully illustrated wordless story that shows Oscar spread
a wave of green joy across his nan’s tower-block community.
(Age 2–6) [RJ]
READ ALSO: Errol’s Garden by Gillian Hibbs
•

TRACEY FLYNN and NIAMH GOGAN illustrated by KERRY
O’CALLAGHAN

THE A–Z OF MINDING ME

GILL BOOKS 2022 (HBK) 36PP €16.99 ISBN 9780717194292

This alphabet picturebook gently introduces young children to positive
mental health.
•
Covering everything from breathing to playing, each page is a positive
affirmation of the simple things a child can do to practise self-care,
mindfulness and positive thinking.
•
Readers will be empowered to manage their emotions, express
themselves, connect with others, look after their body and mind, and
develop resilience.
•
Charming illustrations perfectly reflect the themes with soft textures,
calming colours, comforting scenery and diverse characters.
(Non-fiction, Age 3–5) [ED]
READ ALSO: Abzzz … A Bedtime Alphabet by Isabel Minhós Martins and
Yara Kono
•

PADDY DONNELLY

THE VANISHING LAKE
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2022 (PBK) 32PP €9.99 ISBN 9781788493291

Meara visits her granddad at Lake Loughareema, which disappears
and reappears for no apparent reason. Grandad has lots of whimsical,
magical explanations, but Meara believes none of them. And yet …
•
We see what Meara sees as she travels through the beautiful rolling
countryside. The illustrations are richly textured and in themselves tell a
story of the ever-changing beauty of the landscape.
•
This picturebook explores the importance of family and curiosity and
the wonders of the natural world.
(Age 3–6) [MO’D]
READ ALSO: The Comet by Joe Todd-Stanton
•
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EM LYNAS illustrated by MATT HUNT

THE CAT AND THE RAT AND THE HAT
NOSY CROW 2021 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781839941566

A cat on a mat sees a rat in a hat – that cat wants the hat and it’s all tit
for tat, until in comes a bat in a natty cravat and, well, that’s basically
that.
•
This book is about keeping your eyes on the prize and how you can
sometimes lose out by becoming distracted by the next shiny thing.
•
Sparkling repetition of sounds and effervescent illustrations make this a
joy to read for children and adults alike.
(Age 3–6) [AN]
READ ALSO: Oi Frog! by Kes Gray and Jim Field
•

JESSICA LOVE

JULIAN IS A MERMAID
WALKER BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 40PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406386424

Julian spots three women dressed as mermaids on the subway – he loves
their bright hair, fishtail dresses and sparkling jewellery.
•
He wants to be a mermaid too and makes a dress and headdress out of
household objects – but what will Nana think?
•
This enchanting picturebook, with its lively illustrations, shows the joy
of expressing yourself.
(Age 3–6) [JD]
READ ALSO: The Spectacular Suit by Kat Patrick and Hayley Wells
•

CASPAR SALMON illustrated by MATT HUNT

HOW TO COUNT TO ONE (AND DON’T EVEN
THINK ABOUT BIGGER NUMBERS!)
NOSY CROW 2022 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781839941931

This cheeky counting book is unlike any other: no need to show off with
big numbers – the reader is under strict orders to only count to one.
•
The hilarious voice of the narrator will keep the reader giggling
throughout.
•
The sense of humour is mirrored by the illustrations, which are full of
odd and delightful details, such as rollerblading ducks and hat-wearing
worms.
•
This counting book is an engaging and tongue-in-cheek reading and
learning experience.
(Non-fiction, Age 3–6) [VL]
READ ALSO: Everybody Counts: A Counting Story from 0 to 7.5 Billion by
Kristin Roskifte
•
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SYDNEY SMITH

SMALL IN THE CITY
WALKER BOOKS 2019 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406388404

This picturebook follows a streetwise child on a journey round a snowcovered big city as they offer solid advice on where to go and things to
do when you are small.
•
Smith’s beautifully simple words combine perfectly with vivid
illustrations of the awesome and sometimes frightening sights and
structures of the city.
•
This book offers a wonderfully fresh child’s eye view of the urban
landscape.
(Age 3–6) [LO’H]
READ ALSO: I Am the Subway by Kim Hyo-eun and Deborah Smith
•

GIDEON STERER
illustrated by MARIACHIARA DI GIORGIO

THE MIDNIGHT FAIR

WALKER BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 48PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406394658

The fair has come to town, and it seems not everyone has been invited
(which hardly seems fair to begin with!).
•
This silent (wordless) picturebook brings to life a comical tale of some
mischievous animals who leave their forest home to frolic at a midnight
fair.
•
This insightful book is anything but silent thanks to the illustrator’s
vivid use of watercolour and pencil-work to bring the magical
atmosphere of a midnight carnival to life.
(Age 3–6) [CHou]
READ ALSO: Follow the Firefly by Bernardo Carvalho
•

KAORI TAKAHASHI

KNOCK! KNOCK!
TARA BOOKS 2016 (FOLD-OUT BOOK) 44PP £10.99 ISBN 9789383145324

Follow a little girl through her apartment building in search of her bear.
This is a fold-out book with lots to look at. As we climb up the building,
we open the pages slowly and discover each new room. Thanks to some
clever folding, we run back down the stairs once we have found what
we’re looking for.
•
Perfect for spreading out on the floor and spending time gazing at each
different apartment and its inhabitants.
(Age 3–6) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Your House, My House by Marianne Dubuc
•
•
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BRITTA TECKENTRUP

UNDER THE SAME SKY
LIT TLE TIGER 2018 (PBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 978184857 7411

This book shows combinations of animal families in broad natural
landscapes – all different but with common experiences.
•
The clever cut-throughs reveal excerpts of the text that can be re-read on
different pages, echoing the message.
•
Shared experiences of playing outside, fearing storms and having
hopeful dreams serve as a unifying common force for animals, but also
as something young readers can relate to.
•
Teckentrup’s combination of art and text has a soothing, melodic
charm, giving this exquisite book a timeless quality.
(Age 3–6) [OH]
READ ALSO: We Are Together by Britta Teckentrup
•

MO WILLEMS

DON’T LET THE PIGEON DRIVE THE BUS!
WALKER BOOKS 2005 (PBK) 40PP £7.99 ISBN 9781844285136

This book is a classic for a very good reason. It is very funny and lovable.
It contains all the classic and universal ways a toddler will plead, beg,
emotionally blackmail and throw a tantrum to get what they want.
•
Except, in this case, it is a pigeon asking to drive a bus! And you, the
reader, get to be very good and shout loudly, ‘NO.’
•
The illustrations, wonderfully expressive and simple, showcase the
writer’s animation background.
(Age 3–6) [AO’R]
READ ALSO: I Say Ooh You Say Aah by John Kane
•
•

CARSON ELLIS

DU IZ TAK?

WALKER BOOKS 2016 (HBK) 48PP £11.99 ISBN 9781406368413

Using an invented bug language, Ellis tells the story of a growing plant
and the tiny insect world that revolves around it. Initially baffled by the
unfurling sprout, the creatures soon gather to build a tree fort.
•
The gouache and ink illustrations are exquisite, depicting cultured
critters and elegant greenery.
•
The playful dialogue and subtle visual changes will have readers poring
over this accomplished picturebook as they sleuth out what is going on
and what the characters are ‘saying’.
(Age 3–8) [ED]
READ ALSO: Mr Wuffles by David Wiesner
•
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THE FAN BROTHERS

THE NIGHT GARDENER
FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781847809391

This is a beautiful, atmospheric and timeless tale about finding your
path.
•
When a mysterious gardener begins leaving animal-themed topiary all
over town, a young orphaned boy finds a friend, a community and a
vocation.
•
Pages move from gentle sepia tones to rich colour-drenched spreads as
gardening fever overtakes the village. The illustrations are intricate and
nostalgic.
•
With themes of resilience and growth, the healing process and
movement from isolation to diverse community, this book is an absolute
delight.
(Age 3–8) [ViC]
READ ALSO: The Little Gardener by Emily Hughes
•

RICHARD JOHNSON

ONCE UPON A SNOWSTORM
FABER & FABER 2018 (PBK) 36PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571339297

A boy wanders off from his cabin and his dad into the forest.
Though scared at first by the creatures he encounters, the boy creates a
life-changing bond with his new woodland friends, who guide him on
his journey back home.
•
The soft winter-landscape illustrations have a dream-like quality, which
makes for a peaceful and lullaby-like reading experience.
•
Though wordless, this picturebook speaks volumes about relationships
not only between family members, but also between humans and
nature.
(Age 3–8) [VL]
READ ALSO: Dandelion’s Dreams by Yoko Tanaka
•
•

RACHEL PIERCEY illustrated by FREYA HARTAS

IF YOU GO DOWN TO THE WOODS TODAY:
MORE THAN 100 THINGS TO FIND
MAGIC CAT PUBLISHING 2021 (HBK) 40PP £14.99 ISBN 9781913520052

A clever combination of poems and pictures, this introduction to poetry
for young readers follows a lovable little bear on his journey through the
woods and seasons.
•
Children acquainted with the classic poem will find familiarity in this
reinvented character and delight in both the search-and-find aspect of
each double-page spread and the additional activities featured in the
‘Nature Trail’ pages.
•
Piercey’s lyrical poems are perfectly complemented by Hartas’s warm
illustrations. A very charming compendium.
(Poetry, Non-fiction, Age 3–8) [CHou]
READ ALSO: Tiger, Tiger, Burning Bright! by Fiona Waters and Britta
Teckentrup
•
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OWEN GENT

THAT’S NICE, LOVE
BOOK ISL AND 2022 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781911496267

In the city park, a young child imaginatively transforms, climbing
an ordinary tree into an exotic and fantastical adventure, including a
squirrel symphony and leopard ride.
•
As the child exclaims with astonishment, their distracted parent,
absorbed in a smartphone, repeatedly placates with ‘That’s nice, love’.
•
Vivid and arresting illustrations are digitally rendered in gorgeous deep
blues and burnt oranges, and space, shade and figures are creatively
used.
•
This is a visionary ode to paying attention to the people and world
around us.
(Age 4–8) [ED]
READ ALSO: To the Island by Patricia Forde and Nicola Bernadelli
•

SOPHY HENN

LIFESIZE BABY ANIMALS
RED SHED 2022 (PBK) 32PP £8.99 ISBN 9781405299497

A highly interactive, cleverly designed book that allows readers to
measure themselves against life-size baby animals through play with
perspective in the artwork and pages that unfold.
•
It is filled with heartwarming illustrations of animals from different
habitats.
•
The short and inviting paragraphs are ideal for early readers and for
reading aloud.
•
It also contains a quick measuring guide, using the book as a reference
to measure against some adult and baby animals.
(Non-fiction, Age 4–8) [TK]
READ ALSO: Lifesize Dinosaurs by Sophy Henn
•

ALISON JAY

BEE & ME

OLD BARN BOOKS 2016 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9781910646052

Bee flies in the window of a little city girl who is not pleased with her
arrival, but gives her sugary water anyway.
•
Friendship grows between the two, as does Bee’s size, until she is so
large that the girl can sit on her back, and they fly off to the countryside.
•
The oil-based palette of nuanced colour makes for outstanding
illustrations.
•
This is a delightful wordless story about friendship and the importance
of caring for the environment.
(Age 4–8) [VaC]
READ ALSO: Journey by Aaron Becker
•
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YIN JIANLING translated by FILIP SELUCKY
illustrated by YU RONG

THE VISIBLE SOUNDS

UCL AN PUBLISHING 2021 (PBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 9781912979790

A young girl loses her hearing, but finds that vibrations can convey
sounds, in this imaginative exploration of how a child lives in a silent
world.
•
Each page shows how MiLi can feel a different sound and translate it
into colours and sensations: popcorn popping, the wind and waves –
even speech when people move their lips.
•
Inspired by the true story of Chinese dancer Lihua Tai, this beautifully
produced book’s text and illustrations are full of colour and movement.
(Non-fiction, Age 4–8) [VaC]
READ ALSO: Sound! by Romana Romanyshyn and Andriy Lesiv
•

CHRIS JUDGE

EGGCORNS: FROM BUMBUM BEES
TO JELLYCOPTERS
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2020 (HBK) 48PP €9.99 ISBN 9781788491921

Picturebook creator Chris Judge tackles ‘eggcorns’, those entertaining
jumbles of words produced when people mispronounce words or phrases
they have heard.
•
From ‘buttonup squash’ to ‘earplane’, Chris’s light-touch illustrations
present these misused words in a format designed to make children
laugh out loud and think about where these words and phrases come
from.
•
This title will give hours of family fun and will inspire many young
readers to illustrate their own eggcorns!
(Age 4–8) [AoM]
READ ALSO: Rhyme Crime by Jon Burgerman
•

JOE TODD-STANTON

THE SECRET OF BLACK ROCK
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 40PP £11.99 ISBN 9781911171256

The Secret of Black Rock is an adventure story about a girl who loves the
sea and wants to discover more about the intriguing Black Rock.
•
This beautifully illustrated book is a mix of graphic novel and
picturebook, touching on subjects such as defiance, courage and
friendship.
•
Underneath the surface, like Black Rock itself, it holds a gentle
environmental message.
•
The colour palette is stunning and the images from under the sea are
dream-like. A magical read.
(Age 4–8) [TK]
READ ALSO: Wilma the Brave by Debi Gliori
•
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MO WILLEMS

ELEPHANT & PIGGIE: LET’S GO FOR A DRIVE!
WALKER BOOKS 2016 (PBK) 64PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406373578

Let’s Go for a Drive is part of a series of books featuring a careful
elephant called Gerald and his more carefree best-pig-friend, Piggie.
•
A simple plan to take a road trip is told through speech bubbles and the
repetition of familiar phrases.
•
Award-winning Mo Willems uses playful illustrations to emphasise the
action and humour.
•
Early readers will enjoy returning time and again to revisit this fun
friendship.
(Age 4–8) [PS]
READ ALSO: Charlie and Mouse by Laurel Snyder and Emily Hughes
•

A ARON BECKER

RETURN

WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 40PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406373295

A young, lonely girl fails to get the attention of her busy father yet
again. So she escapes to the imaginary world she created in Journey. This
time, the father notices his daughter’s absence and goes after her.
•
Each page is an illuminated artwork that celebrates the power of
imagination and emotion.
•
Return is wordless but it is thought-provoking and filled with nuance
and meaning.
•
Visually stunning, this is one for all ages to ponder and enjoy.
(Age 5–8) [MEJ]
READ ALSO: The Holidays by Blexbolex
•

DAVINA BELL illustrated by ALLISON COLPOYS

ALL THE WAYS TO BE SMART

SCRIBBLE UK 2020 (PBK) 32PP £8.99 ISBN 978191161787 7

This book celebrates all the things that make up human intelligence –
creativity, physical skill, critical thinking and much more.
•
The simple rhyming text shows readers that being smart isn’t just about
exams: it’s about contributing to the wonderful variety of life.
•
This is an empowering book with imaginative illustrations of a diverse
cast of children and fantasy figures.
(Age 5–8) [IC]
READ ALSO: Declaration of the Rights of Boys and Girls by Elisabeth Brami
and Estelle Billon-Spagnol
•
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DARING TALES OF IRELAND’S FORGOTTEN GODSESSES

BY ELLEN RYAN

ILLUSTRATED BY SHONA SHIRLEY MACDONALD

OUT
NOW

SUSIE BROOKS illustrated by JOSY BLOGGS

YOU ARE 25% BANANA

RED SHED 2022 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781405299084

You Are 25% Banana is a great introduction to genetics for children
aged five years and over.
•
Its clever approach takes the mystery out of genetics. Fascinating facts
show how we are related to every living thing on the planet, from
bananas to dogs and dung beetles!
•
Humour is also used to great effect and there are plenty of amusing facts
throughout.
•
The book is beautifully illustrated, with something to admire on every
page.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8) [PS]
READ ALSO: Grow: Secrets of Our DNA by Nicola Davies and Emily Sutton
•

JAMES CARTER illustrated by NOMOCO

ONCE UPON A RAINDROP:
THE STORY OF WATER

CATERPILL AR BOOKS 2020 (PBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 9781848579873

Snow, rivers and oceans, but also floods, tears, boiling, baptising and
rehydrating: this book looks at all forms of water.
•
The light poetic text is also informative, and there is plenty of
opportunity for the reader and audience to discuss the content.
•
The fun and festive illustrations are mostly in blue and have only
touches of other primary colours, such as the cheerful raincoat at the
end.
•
This quirky and inventive book sits between non-fiction and poetry.
(Non-fiction, Poetry, 5–8) [MAS]
READ ALSO: Above and Below: Sea and Shore by Harriet Evans and
Hannah Bailey
•

BEN CLANTON

NARWHAL: UNICORN OF THE SEA!
EGMONT 2019 (PBK) 64PP £5.99 ISBN 9781405295307

A friendly narwhal and a sceptical jellyfish bond over a mutual love of
waffles.
•
These sweet characters make their début in this first in a series of cute
graphic novels, full of puns and jokes.
•
Each book contains three stories about Narwhal and friends, and
features interesting facts about sea creatures.
•
A great first step into comics and graphic novels for fun-loving readers,
Narwhal is a welcome break for anyone suffering from pink fluffy
unicorn overload.
(Age 5–8) [AC]
READ ALSO: Inspector Flytrap by Tom Angleberger and Cece Bell
•
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EOIN COLFER and CHRIS JUDGE

CLOUD BABIES

WALKER BOOKS OCT 2022 (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781529502671

Look up and spot the magical Cloud Babies in the sky! Ever-changing
cloudscapes can make you happy: just use your imagination.
•
Erin becomes ill and spends long periods of time away from her school
friends, in hospital, where she has another bunch of friends.
•
This is a wonderful story about a child growing up, fitting in, and
finding a way to own her world.
•
A joyful and gloriously colourful picturebook that has creativity and
friendship at its core.
(Age 5–8) [MTK]
READ ALSO: The Hospital: The Inside Story by Dr Christle Nwora and
Ginnie Hsu
•

MATTHEW CORDELL

BEAR ISLAND

ANDERSEN PRESS 2021 (PBK) 48PP £7.99 ISBN 9781839131189

Loss of their loved dog is experienced by Louise and her family in a
beautifully realised rural environment.
•
Louise is comforted when she plays at encountering a bear, who is also
sad, on a nearby island where she once played with Charlie.
•
Through her imagination, her encounters with the bear slowly begin the
healing process within Louise.
•
Cordell’s use of pen, ink and gentle watercolour depicts the changing
seasons, as loss passes into acceptance and eventually renewal, in a
wonderfully structured book.
(Age 5–8) [VaC]
READ ALSO: Fox & Goldfish by Frith Williams and Nils Pieters
•

PIP CORNELL illustrated by ALEX G GRIFFITHS

A BEAR’S GUIDE TO BEEKEEPING

ANDERSEN PRESS 2022 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781839130267

Bear gets a guide to beekeeping and starts following the dubious
instructions, with very broad and funny interpretations of those
guidelines.
•
The results are hilarious, with puns and slapstick humour galore, and
classic examples of the text saying one thing and the images telling a
very different story.
•
A Bear’s Guide to Beekeeping is a picturebook and comic-book hybrid,
with lots of beautifully illustrated panels full of humour and lovable
characters.
(Age 5–8) [AO’R]
READ ALSO: Encyclopedia of Grannies by Eric Veillé
•
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JOHN DEVOLLE

ATOMS

PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2022 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781782693437

This picturebook really will blow your mind, with striking visual
representations of the atoms that make up our world.
•
John Devolle’s artwork is visually engaging and stimulating, full of
information, yet never feeling like a textbook.
•
It is the perfect book for young minds eager to explore what scientific
thinking and observation look like, full of insightful questions that
ultimately lead to … more questions!
•
A fun and thoughtful meditation on the interconnectedness of the
universe and all the beings in it!
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Is There Life on Your Nose? Meet the Microbes by Christian
Borstlap
•

PATRICIA FORDE maisithe ag NICOLA BERNARDELLI

AN tOILEÁN THIAR

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS 2020 (CRUA) 32LCH €17.00 ISBN 9781912417537

Sa leabhar gleoite seo déanann Patricia Forde ceiliúradh ar an draíocht a
bhaineann le hoileáin.
•
Téann an cailín óg Fia ar aistear aislingeach go Hy Brasil amach ó
chósta na Gaillimhe.
•
Pléascann léaráidí spleodracha, ildaite, Bernadelli amach as an
leathanach. Buaileann muid le neacha osnádúrtha cosúil le rónta ríoga
agus féileacáin ollmhóra.
•
Amharc ar na pictiúir bhríomhara, druid do shúile agus téigh ar thuras
go hoileán do shamhlaíochta féin.
(Aois 5–8) [JÓC]
LÉIGH FREISIN: An Féileacán agus an Rí le Máire Zepf agus Shona Shirley
Macdonald
•

BRUNO HEITZ aistrithe ag DARACH Ó SCOLAÍ

CÁITÍN CHAOCH: SEAL LE SORCAS

LEABHAR BREAC 2020 (PBK) 30LCH €7.50 ISBN 9781909907331

Greannán do pháistí atá sa leabhar deas greannmhar seo faoi chaochán
cliste darbh ainm Cáitín.
•
Deir an dochtúir nach bhfuil ach leigheas amháin ar shlaghdán Cháitín:
aer úr an tsléibhe. Ach cén chaoi a rachaidh ainmhí beag ar aistear mór
mar sin?
•
Faigheann cairde Chaitín spreagadh ón Odaisé, agus éiríonn léi bóthar
a bhualadh le cabhair ó chaora, díreach mar a rinne Uiliséas. Ach a bhuí
le bua cainte an chaocháin, ní hé an sliabh ceann scribe Cháitin, ach an
sorcas.
(Aois 5–8) [SMcN]
LÉIGH FREISIN: ón tsraith chéanna, Preab san Aer agus Práinneach
•
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SASKIA GWINN illustrated by ANA ALBERO

SCIENTISTS ARE SAVING THE WORLD!
MAGIC CAT PUBLISHING 2022 (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781913520540

Ever wondered what scientists do? This illustrated information book
shows us different types of scientists and how they help our planet.
•
Laid out like a comic, the text is presented in short, interesting chunks,
and the font mimics legible handwriting.
•
This book takes a global view, from the first Ukrainian astronaut to an
outstanding Indian activist–botanist and many more scientists from
around the world.
•
The illustrations are colourful and graphic, and three pages at the end
remind us of what we have learned.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8) [ViC]
READ ALSO: We Use Science! Discover the Real-Life Science in Everyday Jobs
by Kim Hankinson
•

NEAL LAYTON

A PLANET FULL OF PLASTIC
WREN & ROOK 2019 (PBK) 30PP £6.99 ISBN 9781526361769

This tells the story of plastic, its many uses, the problems that it now
poses and some of the solutions that have been devised.
•
Clever use of dynamic illustration and chatty text make it lively and
accessible.
•
A ‘How you can help’ page at the end provides practical ways in which a
child can make a difference.
•
This book is an excellent addition to any younger primary school
collection, or indeed any home.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8) [AF]
READ ALSO: Plastic: Past, Present, and Future by Eun-ju Kim and Ji-won
Lee
•

GÉRARD MONCOMBLE aistrithe ag PATRICIA Mac EOIN

NÁ BAIN LE MO CHÚISÍN

FUTA FATA 2021 (BOG) 32LCH €5.95 ISBN 9781910945667

•

Seo sceilín gleoite atá mar chuid de shraith faoi chat cantalach, Máire
Treasa.
• Tá Sibéal ag iarraidh cúisín an chait a ní ach níl Máire Treasa pioc sásta
leis seo. Imíonn an cat as an teach ag lorg áit chompordach dá siesta.
• Beidh léitheoirí sna trithí ag gáire ag an gcur síos grámhar ar gheáitsí
Mháire Treasa agus í ar eachtra.
• Cuireann léaráidí Frédéric Pillot go mór le hinsint an scéil. Tá
mionsonraí iontacha ann agus cluiche beag ‘An Cuimhin Leat?’ ag
deireadh an leabhair.
(Aois 5–8) [RNíF]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Oíche Mhaith a Bhanphrionsa le Anne Wilsdorf
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JOHN ÓG HIÚDAÍ NEIDÍ Ó COLLA
maisithe ag KIM SHARKEY

MÓR AGUS MUILC

ÉABHLÓID 2019 (CRUA) 40LCH €12.00 ISBN 9780995611993

Scéal carnach é seo – cosúil le Chicken Licken mar shampla – as Gaoth
Dobhair. Creideann na carachtair uilig scéal chailleach an uafáis atá
scaipthe ag Mór agus Muilc.
•
Tá léaráidí Kim Sharkey chomh draíochtúil agus spreagúil le sléibhte
Thír Chonaill. Tugann siad ómós d’ainmhithe dúchasacha na tíre.
•
Cosúil leis a lán scéalta eile a tháinig as an bhéaloideas tá neart le
foghlaim againn don lá atá ann inniu. Caithfídh muid a bheith ar an
airdeall i gcónaí don bhréagnuacht.
(Aois 5–8) [JÓC]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Mo Theachín Gan Chuma Gan Chaoi le Julia Donaldson,
Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin agus Alex Scheffler
•

CHAD and DAD RICHARDSON
illustrated by ASHLEIGH CORRIN

FAMILY REUNION

BAREFOOT BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781646862191

Looking at the reluctance to attend a large family reunion, the
Richardsons show how easily we can be embarrassed by, and even
awkward with, our family’s behaviour.
•
But with patience and a keen eye, we can soon be enthralled by their
stories.
•
This book is full of light humour, vibrant characters and outrageous older
relatives who compete with their traditional dishes and dance moves.
•
It all adds up to a message of love that shows how connecting with your
extended family brings a stronger sense of belonging.
(Age 5–8) [OH]
READ ALSO: Dinner on Domingos by Alexandra Katona and Claudia Navarro
•

SERGIO RUZZIER

FOX AND CHICK: UP AND DOWN
& OTHER STORIES
CHRONICLE BOOKS 2022 (HBK) 56PP £10.99 ISBN 9781452183398

Fox and Chick are back for their latest adventure!
Chick learns how to climb up (and down) a tree; the two friends wait
for enough snow to fall so they can go sledding; and Fox gives his little
friend a gift that might just change their lives forever.
•
A beautifully drawn, sumptuously coloured first comic that tells a warm
and gentle story of friendship – and the small moments that teach us a
lot about our friends and ourselves.
(Age 5–8) [BLo]
READ ALSO: The Rock from the Sky by Jon Klassen
•
•
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MARIA ISABEL SÁNCHEZ VEGARA
illustrated by LISA KOESTERKE

LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG DREAMS:
EVONNE GOOLAGONG
FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2020 (HBK) 32PP £9.99 ISBN 9780711245853

An Indigenous Australian girl, Evonne Goolagong overcame poverty,
exclusion and prejudice to become the number-one tennis player in the
world.
•
The colours of the illustrations reflect the warmth of the southern sun,
while the style subtly reflects Indigenous Australian art.
•
The simple text and detailed illustrations strike the right balance for
readers and listeners of this age group.
•
The Little People, Big Dreams mini biographies introduce children to
the lives of inspiring people, fuelling their own dreams.
(Non-fiction, 5–8) [AG]
READ ALSO: Little People, Big Dreams: Megan Rapinoe by Maria Isabel
Sánchez Vegara and Paulina Morgan
•

NADIA SHIREEN

GRIMWOOD

SIMON & SCHUSTER 2022 (PBK) 240PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471199318

Grimwood is a beautifully touching yet brilliantly silly comedy about
family, friendship and home.
•
Nancy and her little brother Ted are fox cubs who live in the Big City.
When they find themselves in a spot of bother with the local cat gang
leader Princess Buttons, they try to escape to unusual but wonderful
Grimwood.
•
Nadia Shireen finds the perfect balance between sweet and zany in this
fun-filled adventure.
•
The illustrations complement the silliness perfectly.
(Age 5–8) [RhC]
READ ALSO: Rabbit and Bear by Julian Gough and Jim Field
•

KERTU SILLASTE translated by ADAM CULLEN

I AM AN ARTIST

GRAFFEG 2021 (PBK) 36PP £7.99 ISBN 9781914079634

John is an artist and wants to take the reader on a journey of discovery to
explore what this means.
•
Is being an artist about having ideas, thinking, surprising, creating
puzzles? We learn alongside John that it is all of those things and more.
•
Most importantly, we learn that art isn’t about always getting things right.
•
This unique book has a real scrapbook quality that makes the reader itch to
get creating.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8) [RJ]
READ ALSO: The Looking Book: Get Inspired – See the World Like an Artist!
by Lucia Vinti
•
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JAMIE SMART

BUNNY VS MONKEY
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2020 (PBK) 256PP £8.99 ISBN 97817884517 72

When Monkey arrives in The Woods, he immediately declares himself
supreme emperor, much to the comical chagrin of Bunny and most of
the other woodland animals.
•
Frenetic, fierce and fun, this book is jam-packed with wacky and wild
short stories that can be dipped into at random.
•
This colourful graphic novel collects two of Jamie Smart’s earlier Bunny
vs Monkey books (Let the Mayhem Begin and Journey to the Centre of the
Eurg-th).
•
Perfect for fans of the Dog Man series.
(Age 5–8) [AN]
READ ALSO: Looshkin: The Maddest Cat in the World by Jamie Smart
•

ANDREW WHITSON agus CAITRÍONA Nic SHEÁIN

COGITO

AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR 2012 (CRUA) 30LCH £10.00 ISBN 9780955227165

Téann an príomhcharachtar sa tóir ar a scáil agus leanann an léitheoir í
ar gach céim dá haistear draíochtúil.
•
Ó chúlra éadrom, léimeann an líníocht chorrach amach agus cruthaítear
atmaisféar brionglóideach agus í ag rince, ag léim agus ag eitilt.
•
De réir mar a ghluaiseann an scéal, féachaimid ar an gcailín óg agus a
cairde i méideanna éagsúla agus ó dhearcthaí éagsúla.
•
Le léaráidí lán le mioneolas, níl cúinne den leathanach nach n-insíonn a
scéilín féin.
(Aois 5–8) [CMD]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Ó Chrann go Crann le Caitríona Hastings agus Andrew
Whitson
•

DAVID WIESNER

I GOT IT!

ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781783447428

The illustrations show a boy learning to play baseball with his friends,
and persevering through disappointment to success.
•
The book is almost wordless, except for the sentence ‘I GOT IT!’, which
doesn’t always mean the same thing!
•
The children depicted are from a wide range of ethnicities.
•
The classic style of illustration reflects the timeless appeal of baseball.
(Age 5–8) [ViC]
READ ALSO: The Book of Mistakes by Corrina Luyken
•
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KATHERINE WOODFINE illustrated by REBECCA COBB

ELISABETH AND THE BOX OF COLOURS
BARRINGTON STOKE 2022 (PBK) 96PP £6.99 ISBN 9781800900868

Inspired by the true story of a famous eighteenth-century French artist,
this poignant tale follows Elisabeth, a creative girl whose passion for art
and colour is nurtured by her father.
•
Elisabeth feels sad at her new grey school. But she discovers that
drawing has the power to bring joy back into her life – the pictures she
draws for her friends help them too.
•
Gorgeous illustrations capture Elisabeth’s shifting emotions, from love
and happiness to sadness and grief.
(Age 5–8) [LQ]
READ ALSO: Sophie Takes to the Sky by Katherine Woodfine and Briony
May Smith
•

JOE TODD-STANTON

BROWNSTONE’S MYTHICAL COLLECTION:
ARTHUR AND THE GOLDEN ROPE
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 40PP £7.99 ISBN 9781911171690

When monster wolf Fenrir threatens his village, young Icelandic
adventurer Arthur sets out on an epic Viking God-given quest to save
the day.
•
Although Arthur is excluded by his classmates and is definitely not a
stereotypical muscle-bound hero, his creativity, skills and bravery win
through. Sometimes being different can be an advantage.
•
The beautifully detailed illustrations that our hero travels through while
utilising his PC-game-like inventory of collected objects make this an
exciting, action-packed read.
(Age 5–9) [AN]
READ ALSO: Hilda and the Troll by Luke Pearson
•

HELEN BATE

PETER IN PERIL: COURAGE AND
HOPE IN WORLD WAR TWO
OT TER BARRY BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 48PP £8.99 ISBN 9781910959039

Peter is an ordinary Jewish boy who likes playing football and eating
cake.
•
War comes to his city, Budapest, with the Holocaust. Peter and his
family go into hiding, go hungry and are often very cold.
•
This moving true story is told in this excellently illustrated graphic
novel, describing the horrors of war as seen through the eyes of a child.
•
The narrative is moving and very effective, perfect for the age group.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [FMu]
READ ALSO: I Saw a Beautiful Woodpecker: The Diary of a Young Boy at the
Outbreak of World War II by Michał Skibiński and Ala Bankroft
•
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BRIDGET BHREATHNACH
maisithe ag SHONA SHIRLEY MACDONALD

CLUASA CAPAILL AR AN RÍ

FUTA FATA 2021 (CRUA) 40LCH €14.95 ISBN 9781910945483

Is aithinsint ghalánta é seo ar scéal béaloidis idirnáisiúnta.
Insítear scéal Labhraí Loingseach, prionsa a bhfuil rún mór á choinneál
faoi cheilt aige: rugadh é agus cluasa capaill air.
•
Tá eispéireas thar a bheith draíochtúil agus tumthach ar fáil don
léitheoir ó chlúdach go clúdach.
•
Úsáideach chun féinghrá a spreagadh i bpáistí, dochar na rún a chíoradh
agus bualadh faoi bhéaloideas na hÉireann.
(Aois 5–8, 9–11) [TF]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Gach Dath Faoin Spéir le Jennifer Moore-Mallinos,
Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin agus Marta Fàbrega
•
•

DR JOHN BRADSHAW illustrated by CLARE ELSOM

DOGS: UNDERSTANDING YOUR BEST FRIEND
ANDERSEN PRESS 2021 (PBK) 128PP £6.99 ISBN 9781839130878

Love dogs or fear them – this is a book for you. Dr Bradshaw explains
the ins and outs of doggie life and helps us to understand why dogs
behave the way they do.
•
Cute black and white illustrations feature on every second page, and
sections in a handwritten-style font keep things interesting and fun.
•
An interview at the end tells us more about Dr John, whose job is to
study how people and animals interact.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 9–11) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Cats: Understanding Your Best Friend by Dr John Bradshaw
and Clare Elsom
•

JOE BRADY and KATE ASHWIN

CLAIRE: JUSTICE NINJA

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 64PP £8.99 ISBN 9781788451000

Claire is on a mission to make the world a better place. Unapologetically
disguised as herself and aided by her apprentice, Nigel, she tackles
everyday local injustices like litter and late library returns.
•
Claire and Nigel’s acts of justice are imaginative, mischievous,
meticulously planned and funny.
•
This comic book has twelve stories of four pages each so is ideal for
reluctant readers and perfect for fans of Bunny vs Monkey.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [LH]
READ ALSO: Akissi: Tales of Mischief by Mathieu Sapin and Marguerite
Abouet
•
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PIPPA CURNICK

INDIGO WILDE AND THE CREATURES AT
JELLYBEAN CRESCENT
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 160PP £5.99 ISBN 9781444948820

This is the first in a very welcome series about a compelling character
called Indigo Wilde, who is tasked with minding a new magical creature
while her parents are away exploring.
•
Imaginative, exciting and funny, it is a joy to read, and children will
enjoy learning about the different creatures who live at Jellybean
Crescent.
•
Wild and colourful illustrations appear throughout the book, and they
are some of the funniest and original I’ve seen in a while.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [PS]
READ ALSO: Genie and Teeny: Make a Wish by Steven Lenton
•

OWEN DAVEY

CURIOUS ABOUT CROCODILES
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2021 (HBK) 35PP £12.99 ISBN 9781838740375

Curious about crocodiles? Then this is the book for you! This is the
latest in a popular series that includes monkeys, frogs, octopuses and
more.
•
Bold graphic illustrations are surrounded by text that is divided into
small chunks of interesting information. The font is consistent, clear
and well-spaced.
•
Topics covered include behaviour, habitat and mythology.
•
Highlights include the male crocodile bubble-blowing dance routine,
caiman childcare arrangements and a section on conservation.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 9–11) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Smart about Sharks by Owen Davey
•

CLIVE GIFFORD illustrated by GUILHERME KARSTEN

NUMBER SHOCKER

RED SHED 2022 (PBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 9781405299725

This book is jam-packed with shocking number facts about everyday life
and fun-tastic graphic illustrations across twelve themes.
•
From Earth’s history and bodily bacteria to technology components
and the environment, it highlights actual numbers and approaches
subjects like climate change, responsible waste, deforestation and global
warming.
•
The vibrant, creative and colourful artwork adds an extra layer of
humour.
•
Every spread has a clear poster-like design with bold letters, making it
easy for readers to dip in and out of different facts.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 9–11) [TK]
READ ALSO: How Many Spots Has a Cheetah Got? Number Facts from
Around the World by Steve Martin and Amber Davenport
•
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ELISE GRAVEL

OLGA: OUT OF CONTROL!

WALKER BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 192PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406392531

The adventures of Olga, the self-declared animal scientist who
discovered a brand-new species – the Olgamus Ridiculus – continue in
this third instalment in her notebook series.
•
Elise Gravel’s wonderful cartoon-style artwork lends itself brilliantly
to the graphic novel format, as Olga’s notes become more and more
ingenious and interactive.
•
This latest title is perfect for readers looking for a zany, engaging
story – full of baby Olgamuses! – and who might need the extra
dynamism of illustrations and visual cues.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Super Dweeb and the Pencil of Destiny by Jess Bradley
•

JOHN PATRICK GREEN

THE INVESTIGATORS
MACMILL AN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 208PP £7.99 ISBN 9781529054378

Like all good crime-solving duos, Mago and Brash’s sibling-like
bickering pulls the readers straight into the story.
•
Sometimes things go wrong – in fact a lot of the time things go wrong –
but this is to be expected when you travel by toilet flush!
•
The author’s love of a good pun (as the series title suggests) is an added
layer for readers to enjoy.
•
With bright engaging graphics, this comic is a massively fun all-action
caper that young readers will race through. Currently there are five
books in the series.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [JMu]
READ ALSO: The Terrible Tales of the Teenytinysaurs! by Gary Northfield
•

KONAMI KANATA

THE COMPLETE CHI’S SWEET HOME VOL. 1
VERTICAL 2015 (PBK) 480PP £20.99 ISBN 9781942993162

Follow super-cute kitty Chi as she gets lost and found and settles into
life with her new family.
•
In this fun manga, the story is told in short chunks so you can read a
couple of pages or lots of pages, with plenty of opportunities to pause
along the way.
•
Gentle humour and comforting stories keep things light and carefree.
•
Watercolour and pen illustrations in pastel colours evoke a cosy world,
perfect for fans of kawaii art and comics.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Breaking Cat News by Georgia Dunn
•
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NEW 2022
Baint an Fhómhair
BÍMIS AG LÉAMH

ISA AC LENKIEWICZ

ALCATOE AND THE TURNIP CHILD
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 64PP £9.99 ISBN 9781838740146

This graphic novel tells the story of Alcatoe, a grumpy yet kind-hearted
forest-dwelling witch, and the children she befriends despite herself.
•
Told in the first person, in Alcatoe’s direct and gruffly funny voice, the
story is simple yet satisfying, as Emma, Chris and Holly attempt to
enlist the witch’s help to teach their nasty neighbour a lesson.
•
Using a gorgeous palette of autumnal colours – browns, reds,
golds – author Isaac Lenkiewicz brings Plum Woods and its Harvest
Festival to convincing life!
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Barb the Brave by Dan Abdo and Jason Patterson
•

JACQUIE McCANN illustrated by A ARON CUSHLEY

IF THE WORLD WERE 100 PEOPLE
RED SHED 2021 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781405298070

Big numbers make facts about our world hard to understand. But if you
round the numbers down to 100, then it is much easier to get to grips
with big ideas.
•
Gender, language and wealth are just some ways that we are different,
but looking at the world as a village, it becomes clear what we have in
common too.
•
This colourful and accessible book is sure to generate discussion, and it
highlights issues that affect us all.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 9–11) [JW]
READ ALSO: If the World Were 100 Animals by Miranda Smith and Aaron
Cushley
•

GLENDA MILLARD
illustrated by STEPHEN MICHAEL KING

PEA POD LULLABY

OLD BARN BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9781910646342

When people flee the violence of war, we often focus on the horror,
overlooking the transcendent power of human courage.
•
In this lovely poetic book, a small family escape, keeping themselves
safe but also making room for others on the way.
•
Text is minimal and follows the shape of their crossing, contrasting the
harrowing journey with the love they share.
•
This is a lovely hymn to hope and bravery and a timely reminder of
kindness most of all.
(Poetry, Age 5–8, 9–11) [JW]
READ ALSO: My Name Is Not Refugee by Kate Milner
•
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JAMAR NICHOLAS

LEON THE EXTRAORDINARY

SCHOL ASTIC 2022 (PBK) 240PP £8.99 ISBN 9780702310942

The first comic in the Leon series brings us into a world of superheroes
and villains, where ordinary Leon just wants to be special.
•
When a new app starts turning kids into zombies, Leon gets a chance
to prove that sometimes our most ordinary traits can be the most
powerful.
•
This is a story about looking for the ‘super’ in everyone and always
believing in yourself.
•
Despite preaching a nonviolent approach to problems, the bright colours
and witty lines definitely pack a punch.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [ABo]
READ ALSO: Bumpfizzle the Best on Planet Earth by Patricia Forde and
Elina Brasliņa
•

NEIL PACKER

ONE OF A KIND:
A STORY ABOUT SORTING AND CLASSIFYING
WALKER STUDIO 2020 (HBK) 48PP £15.00 ISBN 9781406379228

While we follow Arvo as he journeys through his day, we get a glimpse
of the many fascinating ways humans sort things into groups in order to
make sense of the world.
•
One of a Kind turns a simple ‘day in the life’ story into a captivating
book about classifying.
•
From family trees to timelines, musical instruments to meteorology, the
detailed illustrations and vintage aesthetic make this a page-turner for
those who love lists, sorting and organising.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 9–11) [CHou]
READ ALSO: Everything & Everywhere by Marc Martin
•

ISABEL ROXAS

THE ADVENTURES OF TEAM POM:
SQUID HAPPENS
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 96PP £9.99 ISBN 9781912497256

In this fun graphic novel, three girls from diverse backgrounds, who
love synchronised swimming, form Team POM (Pigeons, Ocean stuff,
Miscellaneous).
•
While practising their new routine, they discover Cyd, a giant squid,
hiding in their clubhouse.
•
Team POM must work together to perfect their routine, while also
keeping Cyd safe from a secret organisation that wants to capture him.
•
This first book in a new series is packed with bright panels brimming
with character and fun.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [DMcG]
READ ALSO: The 13-Storey Treehouse by Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton
•
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JIM SMITH

BARRY LOSER: TOTAL WINNER!
FARSHORE 2022 (PBK) 238PP £8.99 ISBN 9780008497217

The eleventh book in this series shows us Barry and his friends and
family on five exciting adventures, including birthday dramas and bogey
ketchup!
•
Barry navigates his friendships, school and family life with a headstrong
attitude leading to lots of humour and mishaps on the way.
•
This full-colour graphic novel is bursting with detailed illustrations that
will have you looking closely at each page for hidden details and side
stories as well as enjoying the main stories.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [CHog]
READ ALSO: The Legend of Kevin by Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre
•

MIRANDA SMITH illustrated by JENNY WREN, XUAN LE,
MAX RAMBALDI, JUAN CALLE and OLGA BAUMERT

A DINOSAUR A DAY

RED SHED 2022 (HBK) 224PP £20.00 ISBN 9780755501793

Take a journey through the year with 365 illustrated dinosaurs and their
short and super-interesting facts.
•
A wide assortment of vivid and detailed artwork transports you to the
time of these fascinating creatures.
•
From the popular (and feathery!) T-Rex to the most recently discovered
species, there is a beautifully illustrated prehistoric creature dedicated to
each day. Which one falls on your birthday?
•
It includes a comprehensive pronunciation guide, glossary and index at
the back.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 9–11) [TK]
READ ALSO: The Dinosaur Awards by Barbara Taylor and Stephen Collins
•

LOUIE STOWELL

LOKI: A BAD GOD’S GUIDE TO
TAKING THE BLAME
WALKER BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 282PP £7.99 ISBN 9781529501223

In the sequel to Loki: A Bad God’s Guide to Being Good, Loki the god of
mischief is living his days on Midgard (aka Earth) after a bad prank.
•
To prove his worthiness to move back to Asgard, he must live as a
normal boy called Liam, attend school and not use his superpowers.
•
But when Thor’s hammer goes missing and Loki gets the blame, he sets
out to clear his name and catch the real thief. This fun story is packed
with illustrations and witty comments.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [KT]
READ ALSO: Hope Jones Saves the World by Josh Lacey and Beatriz Castro
•
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EMMA TAYLOR illustrated by PAULA BOSSIO

SEARCH THROUGH TIME: TRAVEL THROUGH
HISTORY TO FIND LOTS OF FUN THINGS
BUSTER BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 32PP £8.99 ISBN 9781780557960

Learn about the people, places and objects that have shaped history as
you journey from the Stone Age through to the Space Age.
•
Search for and find ten fun items on each busy page, and look out for
bonus objects like roller skates, teddy bears and pepperoni pizza too!
•
Little eyes are guaranteed to spot something new with each read.
•
Characterful illustrations and colourful textboxes bring this interactive
fact book to life.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 9–11) [LQ]
READ ALSO: British Museum: Find Tom in Time by Fatti Burke
•

PAUL WHITFIELD

PIRATE McSNOTTBEARD
IN THE ALIEN SLUG INVASION PANIC
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406373097

Emilie wakes to her cat licking her face – gross, right? Not nearly as
gross as the huge trail of slime that leads to her parents’ empty bedroom.
•
This is a genuinely daft and rib-tickling story of mayhem, stuffed full of
giant alien slugs, huge worms and the most disgusting pirate known on
Earth (and in space).
•
Short chapters and snortalicious illustrations keep the pace fast and
foolish in an adventure where the cat is the smart one. No, seriously, he
is.
(Age 5–8, 9–11) [RJ]
READ ALSO: The Inflatables by Beth Garrod, Jess Hitchman and Chris Danger
•

MARCIA WILLIAMS

THE FANTASTIC BOOK OF FEELINGS:
A GUIDE TO BEING HAPPY, SAD AND
EVERYTHING IN-BETWEEN!
WALKER BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 9781529504095

This book is very good at explaining difficult feelings, from shyness and
anger to loneliness, and exploring how these feelings affect us.
•
Each of the eight stories shows how a child discovers ways to understand
and manage a particular feeling that is causing them difficulty.
•
It also includes a section on how to recognise what makes us feel happy.
•
The colourful illustrations and comic-strip format help to make all the
information accessible and fun!
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 9–11) [AG]
READ ALSO: The Great Big Book of Feelings by Mary Hoffman and Ros
Asquith
•
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RACHEL WILLIAMS illustrated by CARNOVSKY

ILLUMINATURE

WIDE EYED EDITIONS 2016 (HBK) 64PP £20.00 ISBN 9781847808868

This book explores wildlife, by day and by night, in ten different
habitats, including Loch Lomond, the Simpson Desert and the Weddell
and Ross Seas.
•
Three overlapping layers of animal and plant drawings are printed in
yellow, magenta and cyan ink, and the reader looks through the red,
green or blue filter provided to see each set of images.
•
Large format, with exceptionally high print-production values, this is an
original and fascinating book for young animal lovers.
(Non-fiction, Age 5–8, 9–11) [LH]
READ ALSO: Illumisaurus by Lucy Brownridge and Carnovsky
•

BETH BACON

I HATE READING:
HOW TO READ WHEN YOU’D RATHER NOT
PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2020 (HBK) 112PP £9.99 ISBN 9781782692966

This hilarious book empathises with those of us who have yet to find
any fun at all in a book.
•
There are lots of handy tips like just reading the shortest words or
tricking your parents into falling asleep. That’s a good one too!
•
The pages are brightly coloured, and the text changes size and font and
moves from all capitals to regular formatting and back again.
•
We dare you to get to the end without laughing!
(Age 6+) [ViC]
READ ALSO: The Book No One Wants to Read by Beth Bacon
•

JOHN and FATTI BURKE

IRELANDOPEDIA

GILL BOOKS 2015 (HBK) 96PP €24.99 ISBN 9780717169382

This is an exciting and vibrant catalogue of facts, figures and fascinating
findings about the thirty-two counties on the island of Ireland.
•
It features Ireland’s best sights and sounds, some of its most interesting
characters (musicians, athletes, political figures and more), food,
traditions and wildlife.
•
Vivid and witty illustrations work perfectly with the accessible,
engaging text.
•
This absorbing book will immerse even the most reluctant reader and is
perfect, too, for classroom projects.
(Non-fiction, Age 6+) [KM]
READ ALSO: Be an Irish Explorer: Discover, Doodle, Design, and Draw Your
Way Around Ireland by Bex Shelford
•
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NEILL CAMERON

FREDDY VS SCHOOL
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 224PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788451437

This chapter book is the first in a series and introduces Freddy, a robot
with superpowers who struggles to fit in at school without showing off
and getting in trouble.
•
With only three strikes until expulsion, Freddy must learn how to
control his behaviour and be happy with who he is.
•
The story is told through text and comics, letting Freddy’s personality
and humour shine through.
•
This is an exciting spin-off from the Mega Robo Bros graphic novels.
(Age 7+) [PC]
READ ALSO: Tom Gates by Liz Pichon
•

FLORA DELARGY

RESCUING TITANIC: A TRUE STORY OF QUIET
BRAVERY IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC
WIDE EYED EDITIONS (HBK) 80PP £14.99 ISBN 9780711262768

This remarkable début tells the story of a group of ordinary people who
became heroes in a time of crisis.
•
The text flows seamlessly while explaining and informing; the
illustrations, a mix of bold two-page spreads and small, highly detailed
panels, are breathtaking. Sweeping scenes of panicked crowds and small
quiet moments are captured with equal skill.
•
This book celebrates the best of humanity while also sensitively
acknowledging the heartbreak and suffering caused on that fateful night.
(Non-fiction, Age 7+) [RE]
READ ALSO: Bandoola, the Great Elephant Rescue by William Grill
•

PHILIP PARKER illustrated by LIZ KAY

THE HISTORY OF EVERYWHERE: ALL THE
STUFF THAT YOU NEVER KNEW HAPPENED AT
THE SAME TIME
WALKER BOOKS 2021 (HBK) 64PP £16.99 ISBN 9781406391213

This book is a clever and fresh take on atlas and map books to chart
world history.
•
Each spread features the same world map, but at a different period
of history, from the first civilisations right up to the rapidly evolving
modern world.
•
The bird’s eye view powerfully conveys the richness of history across
both time and space, allowing readers to spot fascinating connections
and coincidences.
•
This beautifully produced hardback features bite-sized text, glossy
pages, bold design and beautiful earthy tones.
(Non-fiction, Age 7+) [ED]
READ ALSO: 100 Things to Know about History by Federico Mariani and
Parko Polo
•
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PATRICK MAKIN illustrated by WHOOLI CHEN

THE MAGIC CARPET’S GUIDE TO EARTH’S
FORBIDDEN PLACES
MAGIC CAT PUBLISHING 2020 (HBK) 78PP £18.99 ISBN 9781916180567

This beautifully illustrated hardback explores nineteen sites that are
inaccessible, unsafe and closed to the public.
•
The sites include the remote South Atlantic, the Alajuela rainforest,
abandoned and snake-infested islands and top-secret archives.
•
It’s the perfect book for budding scientists, explorers, archaeologists and
historians.
•
The illustrations explore hidden history, cultural curiosities and wild
and dangerous animals.
(Non-fiction, Age 7–9, 9–11) [LDR]
READ ALSO: The World’s Most Mysterious Places by Patrick Makin and
Whooli Chen
•

SOPHIE ESCABASSE

WITCHES OF BROOKLYN
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE 2020 (PBK) 240PP £9.99 ISBN 9780593119273

When Effie lands on Selimene and Carlota’s doorstep as an orphan, she
has no idea that magic awaits inside.
•
Selimene and Carlota (two older aunts she’s never met) are in fact
witches and, as it turns out, Effie takes after them.
•
This modern story of family, friendship and good witchcraft is set in a
busy New York neighbourhood.
•
The Witches of Brooklyn is a great graphic novel with plenty of heart and
humour – and some brilliant strong characters that defy stereotypes.
(Age 8–12) [JS]
READ ALSO: Season of the Witch: A Spellbinding History of Witches and
Other Magical Folk by Matt Ralphs and Nuria Tamarit
•

DR MAGGIE ADERIN-POCOCK
illustrated by CHELEN ÉCIJA

DR MAGGIE’S GRAND TOUR
OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
BUSTER BOOKS 2019 (HBK) 128PP £12.99 ISBN 9781780555751

This book is a wonderful resource for any child interested in space and
astronomy, condensing a vast area of knowledge into bite-sized chunks.
•
Written in the form of a travel guide, it uses a mixture of colourful
illustrations and photographs sent from space probes in an accessible
and informal style, and it’s packed full of facts.
•
This fascinating educational tool deserves to be on every child’s
reference list – highly recommended to both newcomers and those who
want to build on an existing interest.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [PNicI]
READ ALSO: A Galaxy of Her Own: Amazing Stories of Women in Space by
Libby Jackson
•
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DAVID ALMOND illustrated by KIRSTI BEAUTYMAN

PAPER BOAT, PAPER BIRD

HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 112PP £8.99 ISBN 9781444963281

This lyrical text from master storyteller David Almond is the story of
Mina, whom readers will remember from Skellig, and her mum.
•
They journey to Kyoto and discover a fast and busy city that can equally
be calm and still. Mina wonders at the world around her.
•
The thread of an origami bird and boat connects Mina’s journey with
that of a local boy named Miyako.
•
The already stunning black and white illustrations are further lifted by
use of vibrant orange making each page sing.
(Age 9–11) [JMu]
READ ALSO: The Wild Robot by Peter Brown
•

MAX BRAILLIER illustrated by DOUGLAS HOLGATE

THE LAST KIDS ON EARTH: THRILLING TALES
FROM THE TREE HOUSE
FARSHORE 2021 (PBK) 191PP £8.99 ISBN 9780008485870

Teenager Jack Sullivan and his motley crew of humans and friendly
monsters navigate staying alive in the post-apocalyptic town of
Lakefield, surviving unfriendly monster and zombie attacks with
weapons, wisecracks and quick thinking.
•
In this first graphic novel of the series, each character tells a wildly
inflated tale of their own heroics, with plenty of meta nods to readers.
•
Each story’s artwork is by a different illustrator, giving a diversity of
lively styles that complement the madcap antics of the heroes.
(Age 9–11) [MM]
READ ALSO: Mason Mooney: Paranormal Investigator by Seaerra Miller
•

MARK BARFIELD illustrated by JESS BRADLEY

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CAVEMAN, A QUEEN
AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN: HISTORY AS
YOU’VE NEVER SEEN IT BEFORE
BUSTER BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 128PP £9.99 ISBN 9781780557137

Take a hectic trip through time, told in comic strips interspersed with
secret diaries that make the chosen topics come alive to younger readers.
•
Bright, appealing illustrations complement a text bursting with humour
and crammed with intriguing facts.
•
Fans of the Horrible Histories series will adore this, and there is plenty
of information to keep readers entertained.
•
With a broad scope of information packaged in accessible language and
imagery, this book is highly recommended.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [PNicI]
READ ALSO: A Day in the Life of a Poo, A Gnu and You by Mark Barfield
and Jess Bradley
•
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ROBIN BOYDEN

GEORGIA AND THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 208PP £8.99 ISBN 9781788451796

Follow our young heroine Georgia and her friends as she sets out on a
swashbuckling adventure across the ocean to find the mysterious land of
Myth.
•
Immersive, colourful and highly emotive, this wonderfully illustrated
graphic novel will have young fans on the edges of their seats at every
turn, as Georgia must use all her wits to overcome untold dangers and
obstacles.
•
This thrilling tale, with the promise of an explosive sequel to come, is
perfect for fans of Studio Ghibli.
(Age 9–11) [JG]
READ ALSO: Zita Spacegirl by Ben Hatke
•

MARITA BULLOCK and JOAN-MAREE HARGREAVES
illustrated by LIZ ROWLAND

THE BIG BOOK OF FESTIVALS

FABER & FABER 2022 (HBK) 80PP £12.99 ISBN 9780571370221

‘Holi is a time to forgive past errors and forget past conflicts’ – now
there’s something worth celebrating!
•
Packed full of fascinating facts and joyful illustrations, this is a
celebration of festivals from Anastenaria to the whirling dervishes
festival.
•
Vibrant, interesting and educational, this book explores some of the
most thrilling cultural and religious festivals from around the world.
•
The information is cleverly laid out on each double-page spread, both in
accessible text and attractive artwork. A must for every library!
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [SQ]
READ ALSO: See Inside World Religions by Alex Frith and Barry Ablett
•

NEILL CAMERON additional colouring LISA MURPHY

MEGA ROBO BROS: POWER UP

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 203PP £8.99 ISBN 9781788452007

Alex and Freddy are normal brothers who play, fight and make up,
with one huge difference – they are also super-powered robots who are
secretly in training to fight cyber-crime.
•
The dynamic illustrations in comic-book style match the pace and
excitement of the story and contribute to a very enjoyable read.
•
The action-packed expanded version of the popular graphic novel
includes themes of bullying, tolerating difference and the possibilities of
artificial intelligence.
(Age 9–11) [AG]
READ ALSO: Stig and Tilde: Leader of the Pack by Max de Radigues
•
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I.P. DALEY and BEANO STUDIOS
illustrated by NIGEL PARKINSON

BEANO DENNIS AND GNASHER:
SUPER SLIME SPECTACULAR
FARSHORE 2022 (PBK) 194PP £6.99 ISBN 9780755503612

This boomic (book and comic) follows Dennis, Gnasher and Dennis’s
classmates as they try to create the perfect slime, using a dangerous
science experiment.
•
As they race to save Beanotown, we are introduced to many of Dennis’s
friends, one of whom is Sketch Khad, who captures everything with her
hilarious drawings.
•
This book will have you laughing out loud and is perfect for those who
enjoy reading comics – it’s also a great transition to reading longer books.
(Age 9–11) [FMo]
READ ALSO: Beano Dennis and Gnasher: Attack of the Evil Veg by I.P. Daley
and Nigel Parkinson
•

NICOLA DAVIES illustrated by FRAN SHUM

ELIAS MARTIN

GRAFFEG 2017 (HBK) 40PP £8.99 ISBN 9781910862506

Elias Martin lives a lonely, isolated life in the middle of a snowy forest.
One day he finds a strange young child sleeping in his wood store, and he
soon takes the child under his wing.
•
As with her whole Shadows and Light series, Davies is inspired by both
nature and grim folklore in this tale.
•
Shum’s beautiful black and white illustrations perfectly complement
Davies’s writing, especially emphasising the starkness of the harsh
landscape.
•
This is a mysterious and highly engrossing read.
(Age 9–11) [SD]
READ ALSO: The Selkie’s Mate by Nicola Davies and Claire Jenkins
•

TOM ELLEN illustrated by PHIL CORBETT

THE CARTOONS THAT CAME TO LIFE
CHICKEN HOUSE 2021 (PBK) 283PP £6.99 ISBN 9781910002889

In a book aimed at readers of the Dav Pilkey-style mix of comic book
and text, we meet Finn, who makes his own comics.
•
Finn is bullied at school, and when two of his creations, Arley and
Tapper, come to life, their chaos makes things even worse.
•
The artwork is bold and simple, though it could have been used to tell
more of the story; however, you can feel the author’s passion for comics
throughout this lively tale.
(Age 9–11) [OMcG]
READ ALSO: The Cartoons That Saved the World by Tom Ellen and Phil
Corbett
•
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NATHAN HALE

ONE TRICK PONY
AMULET 2017 (HBK) 127PP £8.99 ISBN 9781419721281

This science fiction graphic novel is about an alien invasion of a future
Earth, an invasion in which the aliens initially suck up and consume
electrical devices.
•
Strata and her brother become separated after rescuing a rare robot pony
and get involved with a number of tribes and outlaws.
•
They eventually confront the aliens when Strata and the pony are taken
by the aliens’ collection units to their spaceship.
•
This is an exciting read with a lot of plot twists and escapes.
(Age 9–11) [MG]
READ ALSO: Me and Mrs Moon by Helen Bate
•

MICHAEL HOLLAND illustrated by PHILIP GIORDANO

I ATE SUNSHINE FOR BREAKFAST

FLYING EYE BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 128PP £11.99 ISBN 9781838740733

The title sums up this brilliant book as we learn how totally we depend
on plants for food, drinks, clothes, medicine and even the air we
breathe.
•
The fabulous illustrations lead us through this encyclopaedia of
fascinating, entertaining plant information.
•
The fun DIY projects, like slime making, leaf printing and a leaf maze,
are clearly explained and illustrated step by step.
•
This book is an absolute treasure and is certain to inspire love and care
for our planet.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [EF]
READ ALSO: The Secret Signs of Nature by Craig Caudill and Carrie
Shryock
•

VICTORIA JAMIESON

ROLLER GIRL

PUFFIN BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 240PP £7.99 ISBN 9780141378992

Although Astrid initially bemoans her mother’s ‘Evenings of Cultural
Enlightenment’, the evening on which this story begins is a real game
changer for our feisty protagonist.
•
Roller Girl not only features some tough fictional sportswomen, but also
depicts the trials and tribulations of friendship.
•
Brought to life by Jamieson’s vivid and engaging illustrations,
interwoven with insights into Astrid’s imagination, this graphic novel is
something unique.
•
It is undoubtedly a great testament to the bonds forged (and fixed) by
taking one for the team.
(Age 9–11) [GE]
READ ALSO: Donut the Destroyer by Sarah Graley and Stef Purenins
•
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DETECTIVES,
one BIG MYSTERY.
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illustrated mystery series by
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Three unlikely

ANNE JANKÉLIOWITCH
illustrated by ANNABELLE BUXTON

SOLAR SYSTEM

BAREFOOT BOOKS 2019 (HBK) 52PP £14.99 ISBN 9781782858232

Venture into space as this fabulous book guides us through our universe,
showing us the marvels of the outer world.
•
This glow-in-the-dark interactive book has brightly illustrated pages on
planets, the moon, the sun and everything else that makes up our solar
system.
•
Filled with facts, it also comes with additional fold-out flaps and
posters, making it a joyfully interactive reading experience.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [MMcD]
READ ALSO: The Great Irish Science Book by Luke O’Neill and and Linda
Fährlin
•

TIM KENNINGTON
illustrated by JOSY BLOGGS and LIZ KAY

THIS BOOK IS FULL OF BRAINS:
ALL KINDS OF BRAINS AND HOW THEY WORK
BUSTER BOOKS 2021 (HBK) 96PP £9.99 ISBN 9781780557359

Prepare to have your mind blown in this incredible book crammed full
of amazing facts!
•
Discover the human brain, different animal brains and even dinosaur
brains.
•
Written in a clear style, accompanied by colourful and clever
illustrations, this book explains how the brain works in an engaging and
memorable way.
•
From hypnosis, the science of sleep, optical illusions, memory and
neural networks to unusual brains and brainless beasts, this book will
keep you informed and entertained.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [SQ]
READ ALSO: Bright Sparks: Amazing Discoveries, Inventions and Designs by
Women by Owen O’Doherty
•

JEFF KINNEY aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN Nic Con IOMAIRE

DIALANN DÚRADÁIN: LEADAÍ NA LEISCE
FUTA FATA 2019 (CRUA) 214LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781910945353

Ba bhreá le Greg Heffley a shamhradh a chaitheamh os comhair
scáileáin ach níl a mhamaí sásta.
•
An ceathrú leabhar sa tsraith cháiliúil, aistrithe go Gaeilge bhreá,
intuigthe.
•
Tá pictiúir ar gach leathanach den leabhar a chabhraíonn go mór leis an
údar beocht agus greann a chruthú.
(Aois 9–11) [MNicanB]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Dialann Dlúthchara: Leabhar Rúnda Rowley Jefferson le
Jeff Kinney agus Máirín Nic Con Iomaire
•
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REMY LAI

PIE IN THE SKY
WALKER BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 384PP £8.99 ISBN 9781529500745

Jingwen has moved with his brother and his mother to Australia. He
doesn’t speak English and initially feels like he is surrounded by aliens.
•
He struggles to fit in and is still grieving the loss of his father just a few
years earlier.
•
With its mix of words and cleverly expressive drawings, this brilliant
book draws you quickly into Jingwen’s story.
•
The book tackles themes of immigration and grief with a touch as light
as a genoise sponge.
(Age 9–11) [LO’H]
READ ALSO: New Kid by Jerry Craft
•

ZANIB MIAN illustrated by NASAYA MAFARIDIK

PLANET OMAR:
ACCIDENTAL TROUBLE MAGNET
HODDER 2019 (PBK) 211PP £6.99 ISBN 9781444951226

This energetic, heartfelt story jumps from one vibrant event to the next
as it follows Omar and his family while they settle into a new home.
•
This book gently and effectively teaches the reader about the customs
and daily life of a regular Muslim family, while dealing beautifully with
more difficult themes of bullying and bigotry.
•
This truly gorgeous book is fun and educational without being
patronising.
(Age 9–11) [LH]
READ ALSO: Sam Wu Is Not Afraid of Ghosts by Kevin and Katie Tsang
•

CHRISTY MIHALY illustrated by MARIONA CABASSA

WATER: A DEEP DIVE OF DISCOVERY

BAREFOOT BOOKS 2021 (HBK) 66PP £14.99 ISBN 9781646862801

This beautiful non-fiction book provides children with a detailed but
accessible understanding of water and its vital role in maintaining our
wonderful planet.
•
Information is cleverly explained for fun fact-finding styles of learners.
Everything from raindrops to oceans, rivers, waterfalls, plants and
animals is covered.
•
Mariona Cabassa’s rich and colourful illustrations, along with gatefolds
and lift-the-flap features, guide readers on their own journey of
discovery.
•
A diverse collection of global tales centred around water adds another
fascinating dimension.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [JE]
READ ALSO: Rivers by Peter Goes
•
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KIM MOLDOFSKY illustrated by ALAN BROWN

IT’S HER STORY: AMELIA EARHART,
A GRAPHIC NOVEL

SUNBIRD BOOKS 2022 (HBK) 48PP £7.99 ISBN 9781503762428

Set against the backdrop of the twentieth century, this is the story of
Amelia Earhart, the first female aviator to fly solo across the Atlantic
Ocean.
•
Kim Moldofsky creates an inspiring and dynamic narrative that
includes historical information blended with insights into the different
stages of Amelia Earhart’s life.
•
Perfect for young readers, this beautifully drawn graphic novel takes us
on a wonderful journey.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [JB]
READ ALSO: Blazing a Trail by Sarah Webb and Lauren O’Neill
•

MICHAEL MORPURGO illustrated by BARROUX

IN THE MOUTH OF THE WOLF

EGMONT BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 160PP £12.99 ISBN 9781405285261

An incredibly moving story based on the life of Francis Cammaerts, a
secret agent who worked with the French resistance in World War II and
was the author’s uncle.
•
This vivid narrative is told in the voice of Francis as he lies in bed on his
ninetieth birthday, thinking back on his life and his experience of the
war.
•
Barroux’s distinctive and evocative illustrations bring the characters to
life, showing all the hope and the horror of a world at war.
(Age 9–11) [LG]
READ ALSO: Line of Fire: Diary of an Unknown Soldier (August–September
1914) by Barroux
•

MUNDIAL illustrated by DAMIEN WEIGHILL

THE BIG BOOK OF FOOTBALL

WIDE EYED EDITIONS 2020 (HBK) 112PP £18.00 ISBN 9780711258204

This is a wonderful, comprehensive guide to everything about football.
It’s clearly laid out, so that readers can dip and dive into the history
of the game, the great male and female players, legendary managers,
amazing stadiums, big cups, cool kits and much more.
•
A how-to section gives top tips on taking the perfect shot, beating the
offside trap, attacking and defending.
•
Damien Weighill’s comic-book-style illustrations and retro colour
palette add a glorious layer to this gem for readers young and old.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [JE]
READ ALSO: Fantastic Footballers: 40 Inspiring Icons by Jean-Michel
Billioud and Almasty
•
•
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JACK NOEL

COMIC CLASSICS: SHERLOCK HOLMES AND
THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES
FARSHORE 2021 (PBK) 272PP £6.99 ISBN 9781405294089

This book brings a classic to a new audience, as we follow Sherlock
Holmes and his best friend Dr John H. Watson as they attempt to solve
an eerie mystery.
•
Can they catch the culprit responsible for the mysterious death of Sir
Charles Baskerville?
•
The illustrations really bring this funny murder mystery to life.
•
This reimagined classic is a great read that will have you laughing aloud.
(Age 9–11) [FMo]
READ ALSO: Comic Classics: Treasure Island by Jack Noel
•

STEPHAN PASTIS

TIMMY FAILURE:
IT’S THE END WHEN I SAY IT’S THE END
WALKER BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 368PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406382792

This book is the last in the Timmy Failure series, as the world’s (selftitled) greatest detective turns his life into a movie.
•
While Timmy and his classmates make a hilarious movie about his life,
he also needs to help his polar bear business partner, Total, find his
family.
•
The funny black and white illustrations and large-print text make it
easy to read, and at the end there is a step-by-step guide on how to draw
Timmy and Total.
(Age 9–11) [FMo]
READ ALSO: Timmy Failure: The Cat Stole My Pants by Stephan Pastis
•

LUKE PEARSON

HILDA AND THE STONE FOREST
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2016 (PBK) 68PP £7.99 ISBN 9781911171713

This colourful graphic novel follows Hilda and her dog Twig on another
thrilling adventure where anything is possible.
•
Hilda’s mother insists on spending time together, but they are
unexpectedly forced to embark on a dangerous journey and battle trolls
bravely before safely reaching home.
•
The magnificent illustrations are packed with details that add to the
peril of Hilda’s quests.
•
At the end of this story Hilda is unrecognisable – has her wish to body
swap with a troll come true?
(Age 9–11) [AK]
READ ALSO: Hilda and the Bird Parade by Luke Pearson
•
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RIZ REYES
illustrated by SARA BOCCACCINI MEADOWS

GROW

MAGIC CAT PUBLISHING 2022 (HBK) 62PP £16.99 ISBN 9781913520403

This is a wonderful guide to growing plants chosen for their remarkable
qualities, such as beauty, aroma, flavour, health, hope and friendship.
•
The beautiful illustrations are combined with fascinating facts, plant
families, snippets of history, simple growing techniques and cooking
ideas.
•
We travel from our garden on a worldwide tour, discovering how these
plants influenced food, drinks, art and culture.
•
This book is a visual joy, packed with valuable information for any
budding nature lovers, cooks or artists.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [EF]
READ ALSO: GIY: Know It Allmanac by Michael Kelly, Muireann Ní
Chíobháin and Fatti Burke
•

BETH WATERS

CHILD OF ST KILDA

CHILD’S PL AY 2019 (HBK) 64PP £12.99 ISBN 9781786281876

Norman John Gillies spent his first five years living in a historic
community on Hirta, a remote Scottish Island in the St Kilda
archipelago, before having to evacuate in 1930.
•
This non-fiction story celebrates this tenacious community, including
their customs, everyday routines and links to wildlife.
•
Illustrated by hand using printmaking techniques, with terrific use of
colour and texture, this book brings this island on the edge of the world
to life.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11) [LL]
READ ALSO: Shackleton’s Journey by William Grill
•

KWAME ALEXANDER illustrated by KADIR NELSON

THE UNDEFEATED

ANDERSEN PRESS 2019 (PBK) 40PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783449293

With history punching through every syllable, The Undefeated is an ode
to Black greatness and unwavering resilience.
•
The unspeakable heavy truths of life in the US, past and still present, are
portrayed mostly through Kadir Nelson’s incredible illustrations, giving
space to those often overlooked in history books.
•
For every hardship there is a depiction of the joy and strength of heroic
Black subjects.
•
Respect and admiration radiates through every page of this book – an
unflinching commemoration of the undefeated.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11, 12–14) [LL]
READ ALSO: Young, Gifted and Black by Jamia and Andrea Pippins
•
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JOHN and FATTI BURKE

HISTOROPEDIA

GILL BOOKS 2016 (HBK) 85PP €24.99 ISBN 9780717171132

A super-sized book stuffed with facts and trivia covering topics from
early history to the middle ages and right through to modern times.
•
If you want to learn about Irish didgeridoos from the Bronze Age, the
Ford of Biscuits, boycotts and more, this is the book for you!
•
The art style is cool, cute and visually appealing. Each page really brings
the history of Ireland to life.
•
Colourful, entertaining and informative, you will love being engrossed
in Historopedia.
(Non-fiction Age 9–11, 12–14) [TM]
READ ALSO: The Great Irish Weather Book by Joanna Donnelly and Fuchsia
MacAree
•

AOIFE DOOLEY

FRANKIE’S WORLD
SCHOL ASTIC 2022 (PBK) 272PP £8.99 ISBN 9780702307355

Frankie is an oddball who says the wrong things and is sensitive to all
sorts of ordinary stuff.
•
In a funny and engaging story, told with minimalist cartoons, she deals
with bullying, feeling overwhelmed and curiosity about a father who left
when she was a baby.
•
Frankie faces her problems with a couple of close friends, a lively
imagination and a growing confidence in accepting who she is.
•
This is a warm and valuable insight into autism through the eyes of an
entertaining character.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [OMcG]
READ ALSO: Break the Mould by Sinéad Burke and Natalie Byrne
•

DEBORAH ELLIS illustrated by NORA TWOMEY

THE BREADWINNER

OXFORD UNIVERSIT Y PRESS 2018 (PBK) 80PP £8.99 ISBN 9780192768568

The Breadwinner shows the stark realities of life in a war zone, with
visual symbols such as tanks and landmines.
•
Alongside the physical dangers encountered by the protagonist, the
dangers of existing as a female in that space are made clear.
•
This graphic novel is a great source for discussion and debate, especially
for struggling readers who may find text-heavy novels difficult to access.
•
Topics of death, violence and child marriage feature in this adaptation
of Cartoon Saloon’s feature-length film.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [SM]
READ ALSO: Parvana’s Journey by Deborah Ellis
•
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JOHN FARRELLY

DEADLY! IRISH HISTORY: THE NORMANS
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2022 (PBK) 144PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788492874

This illustrated book will satisfy the desire among children (and adults)
for an entertaining and comprehensive book on the Normans, an area of
Irish history lacking in such books.
•
Over the course of the book you will learn deadly facts about the
Normans, do fun Norman-based crafts and laugh yourself silly.
•
The illustrations on almost every page are dynamic and fun, telling the
story of the Normans with a unique visual flair. A deadly read!
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11, 12–14) [TM]
READ ALSO: Deadly! Irish History: The Vikings by John Farrelly
•

TED HUGHES illustrated by CHRIS MOULD

THE IRON MAN

FABER & FABER 2020 (PBK) 134PP £12.99 ISBN 9780571348879

The classic Ted Hughes fable about a mysterious giant made of metal is
given a buff up with new illustrations by Chris Mould.
•
For decades, readers have enjoyed the messages of peace and
understanding in this story, as the locals learn to live with their massive
visitor, and this new edition is sure to gain new fans.
•
The earthy art style gives the book a rich energy, painting the English
countryside in peaceful beauty and capturing the excitement of the
suspenseful climax with the space dragon.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [CL]
READ ALSO: Rainbow Grey by Laura Ellen Anderson
•

CAOIMHIN Mac a’BHAIRD
maisithe ag CHRISTOPHER AMMENTORP

MICÍ s’AGAINNE

ÉABHLÓID 2017 (CRUA) 48LCH €10.00 ISBN 9780995611948

Greannán é seo a thaitneoidh go mór le páistí a dtaitníonn dathanna
geala agus pictiúir leo.
•
Is fear mór eachtraíochta é Micí le pleananna nach n-oibríonn amach
mar a shamhlaíonn sé i gcónaí agus bíonn trioblóid ann go mion minic
dó.
•
Cnuasach d’eachtraí gearra atá ann, a oirfidh do pháistí a bhíonn ag
léamh go gasta idir a gcuid eachtraí féin nó do thuismitheoirí mar
scéalta gearra roimh am luí.
•
Scéalta greannmhara scríofa i nGaeilge simplí agus gonta atá ann.
(Aois 9–11, 12–14) [LNicanB]
LÉIGH FREISIN: An Triúr Triallach agus Foghluithe Mhuir Chairib le
Seaghan Mac an tSionnaigh
•
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RICHARD PLATT illustrated by JAMES BROWN

A WORLD OF DISCOVERY

WALKER STUDIO 2018 (HBK) 63PP £15.00 ISBN 9781406381269

This large-format hardback book is bursting with knowledge about some
of the most important discoveries in human history.
•
From the wheel to printing, and steam power to DNA, this book uses
a sophisticated limited colour palette and sharp infographic-style
illustration to explore fascinating inventions that have changed and
shaped the course of humanity.
•
Each subject is covered in one double-page spread so readers can flick
through and choose what seems most interesting – perfect for fact
lovers!
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11, 12–14) [LG]
READ ALSO: A World of Cities by Richard Platt and James Brown
•

DAN SANAT 					

THE AQUANAUT

SCHOL ASTIC 2022 (PBK) 224PP £8.99 ISBN 9780545497619

Five years after her father was lost at sea, Sophia visits the marine theme
park Aqualand looking for help with her science fair project, but finds
much more than that.
•
When Sophia realises that Aqualand has evolved into something much
darker than her dad had envisioned, she must team up with a stranger to
free the park’s captive marine life before it’s too late.
•
The colourful illustrations bring the story to life and invite readers to
hear with their eyes!
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [ABo]
READ ALSO: The Afterwards by A.F. Harrold and Emily Gravett
•

ALEXANDER UTKIN

GAMAYUN TALES: TYNA OF THE LAKE
NOBROW 2019 (HBK) 72PP £12.99 ISBN 9781910620519

This is the latest tale from Gamayun, the human-faced bird from
Russian folklore and oral culture who can see the future.
•
This story explores the prospect of underwater slavery, dangerous sea
creatures and a chance meeting that might change the lives of two
young people forever.
•
Utkin’s artwork is visually stunning, using a palette of striking primary
colours that matches the boldness of his narrative perfectly.
•
Infusing new life into a traditional Russian folk tale, this is an
enthralling and evocative story.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [ABu]
READ ALSO: The King of the Birds by Alexander Utkin
•
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JAIMAL YOGIS illustrated by VIVIAN TRUONG

CITY OF DRAGONS: THE AWAKENING STORM
SCHOL ASTIC 2022 (PBK) 240PP £8.99 ISBN 9781338660425

Grace’s move to Hong Kong with her mother and new stepfather is a
lot for her to take in. But a gift of a dragon egg from a mysterious old
woman soon puts all of that into perspective.
•
Grace is an extremely relatable central character, and her friends are
well-drawn, complex and diverse.
•
The richness and imagery of Chinese mythology is a key factor in this
new fantasy series, which is stunningly illustrated throughout with
vibrant colours and a dynamic style.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [BLo]
READ ALSO: The Wizards of Once by Cressida Cowell
•

HERGÉ aistrithe ag GABRIEL ROSENSTOCK

EACHTRAÍ TINTIN: TAISCE RAGA RUA
DALEN ÉIREANN 2020 (BOG) 62LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781913573126

Tá cáil ar Tintin, An Captaen Haileabó agus Báinín i mbun
eachtraíochta agus taitneoidh an scéal seo le léitheoirí uile agus an triúr
sa tóir ar thaisce Raga Rua agus iad i mbun cleasaíochta agus ag plé le
carachtair éagsúla agus eachtraíocht faoi uisce.
•
Dathanna geala, pictiúir shoiléire agus carachtair aitheanta, tá na
pictiúir leagtha amach go néata sna boscaí agus leanúnachas idir
bhoscaí agus is féidir an scéal a leanúint go héasca, cuma líofacht agus
caighdeán teanga.
•
Aistriúchán álainn oiriúnach i nGaeilge shimplí do dhaoine óga, le
hathrá, frasaí agus nathanna cainte a chuireann go mór leis an scéal.
(Aois 9–11, 12–14, Aosaigh Óga) [RNíM]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Eachtraí Tintin: An Réalta Reatha le Hergé agus Gabriel
Rosenstock
•

NEIL GAIMAN illustrated by CHRIS RIDDELL

THE SLEEPER AND THE SPINDLE

BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 72PP £8.99 ISBN 9781408859650

On the eve of her wedding, a young queen sets out to rescue a princess
from an enchantment. Taking her chain-mail and sword, she follows
her brave retainers into the tunnels under the mountain towards the
sleeping kingdom.
•
This queen will decide her own future – and the princess who needs
rescuing is not quite what she seems.
•
Twisting together the familiar and the new, this captivating and darkly
funny fairy tale shows its creators at the peak of their talents.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [JMu]
READ ALSO: The Restless Girls by Jessie Burton and Angela Barrett
•
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DEBI GLIORI

NIGHT SHIFT
HOT KEY BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471407383

Famously for Winston Churchill, depression came in the form of a black
dog, but in this striking picturebook, it looks more like a malevolent
dragon, full of smoke and fire.
•
Night Shift is a rare beast, a picturebook aimed at young adults that
functions somewhat as a guide through difficult times. The reader
is represented as a girl being tormented by the seemingly unbeatable
dragon.
•
With compelling illustrations and wise words, this book is a novel
weapon for banishing the darkness.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [CL]
READ ALSO: The Red Tree by Shaun Tan
•

R. GOSCINNY aistrithe ag GABRIEL ROSENSTOCK
maisithe ag A . UDERZO

ASTERIX AGUS DRAOI NA BLIANA

DALEN ÉIREANN 2021 (BOG) 47LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781913573232

Is beirt faoi leith iad Asterix agus Obelix i mbun eachtraíochta agus
i mbun cleasaíochta agus sa scéal seo tá siad ag iarraidh Ogamix a
bhriseadh saor ó fhuadaitheoirí.
•
Pictiúir agus cur síos lán d’eachtraíocht agus greann, clónna éagsúla le
brí agus ton an scéil a léiriú agus is deas sin do léitheoirí leis an scéal a
thuiscint agus le haithne a chur ar na carachtair.
•
Aistriúcháin snasta, imeartas focal, seanfhocail agus nathanna cainte,
scéal agus leagan Gaeilge an-taitneamhach do léitheoirí óga.
(Aois 9–11, 12–14, Aosaigh Óga) [RNíM]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Asterix agus an Fear Feasa le R. Goscinny,
Gabriel Rosenstock agus A. Uderzo
•

A .F. HARROLD illustrated by LEVI PINFOLD

THE SONG FROM SOMEWHERE ELSE
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 240PP £7.99 ISBN 9781408884751

This is a surprising and most extraordinary book. At first the pages turn
darkly, telling the story of a girl called Frank who is being bullied by a
gang of boys. But suddenly Frank finds a friend in Nick, and with him
comes beautiful, haunting music from another world.
•
Simultaneously, Levi Pinfold’s striking black and white illustrations
depict a bleak, uncaring cityscape as harsh as Harrold’s prose.
•
One of the most exciting and peculiar reads of the decade.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [GW]
READ ALSO: The Invention of Hugo Cabret by Brian Selznick
•
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VICTORIA JAMIESON and OMAR MOHAMED
illustrated by VICTORIA JAMIESON

WHEN STARS ARE SCATTERED

FABER & FABER 2020 (PBK) 264PP £9.99 ISBN 9780571363858

This book tells the story of Omar, his brother and his friends as they go
to school in a refugee camp in Kenya.
•
The boys hope that the complex system of UN resettlement will allow
them to escape the boredom and hunger of camp life.
•
This beautifully illustrated memoir is both realistic and optimistic, and
the notes at the end bring some closure.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [EB]
READ ALSO: A Dangerous Crossing by Jane Mitchell
•

SYLVIE KANTOROVITZ 				

SYLVIE

WALKER BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 341PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406398618

This is a lovely graphic novel and memoir about the childhood and
teenage years of budding artist Sylvie. Filled with snapshots, it gives the
reader a rich insight into her memories.
•
We follow Sylvie’s journey through changes in her home, shifting
friendships, family dynamics, growing responsibilities, grand
adventures, first crushes and her love of art.
•
The illustrations are dynamic and expressive. Each chapter has a
different colour scheme and we get to see Sylvie’s drawing style develop
as she grows up.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [RE]
READ ALSO: Measuring Up by Lily LaMotte and Ann Xu
•

KIRAN MILLWOOD HARGRAVE
illustrated by TOM de FRESTON

JULIA AND THE SHARK

ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 224PP £7.99 ISBN 9781510107 7 79

This stunning novel with beautiful illustrations follows Julia as she
moves away to live in a lighthouse for the summer while her mum
researches the Greenland shark.
•
The incredible writing is consistently lyrical, with moments of poetry
scattered throughout the book. It deals with topics of bullying, new
friendships and mental health with grace and sensitivity.
•
The illustrations are unique and inspiring, combining watercolour,
digital art and semi-transparent pages into a magnificent production.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [RE]
READ ALSO: The Illustrated Mum by Jacqueline Wilson
•
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ADAM and LISA MURPHY

CORPSE TALK: GROUND-BREAKING REBELS
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 128PP £9.99 ISBN 9781788450928

Would you like to meet such famous people from history as George
Washington, Frida Kahlo and William Wallace? Of course, the main
obstacle is the fact that they are all dead.
•
In this entertaining history comic, notable figures from the past rise
from the grave to be interviewed by a cheery presenter.
•
Written and illustrated by Adam and Lisa Murphy, this is a funny
and informative look at the lives of various historical figures, with a
particular focus on those who challenged authority.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11, 12–14) [CL]
READ ALSO: Corpse Talk: Groundbreaking Women by Adam and Lisa
Murphy
•

NOELLE STEVENSON, GRACE ELLIS,
SHANNON WATTERS illustrated by BROOKE A . ALLEN

LUMBERJANES VOL. 1:
BEWARE THE KITTEN HOLY

BOOM! BOX 2015 (PBK) 128PP £10.99 ISBN 9781608866878

The Lumberjanes graphic novel series is about female friendship and is
set in a summer camp. However, undermining this so-far-so-ordinary
description, it features shape-shifters, gods, mysteries and yetis.
•
That any expletives take the form of a woman’s name, be she activist,
scientist or musician, emphasises how female centred the series is.
•
Jo, April, Mal, Molly and Ripley come from a wide range of
backgrounds and the series features same-sex parents and lesbian and
transgender characters.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [MG]
READ ALSO: Nimona by Noelle Stevenson
•

YUMI STYNES and DR MELISSA KANG
illustrated by JENNY LATHAM

WELCOME TO YOUR PERIOD!

STRIPES PUBLISHING 2020 (PBK) 176PP £9.99 ISBN 9781788952941

Welcome to Your Period is an ideal no-holds-barred non-fiction guide for
anyone with a uterus on the verge of their first period.
•
Filled with bright illustrations throughout, it delicately tackles
everything from how to prepare for your first period, to periods and
their environmental impact.
•
While many of the illustrations offer humorous, relatable scenarios,
there are also helpful diagrams that succinctly demonstrate such things
as the correct way to insert a tampon, which young readers will find
helpful.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11, 12–14) [LL]
READ ALSO: Love Your Body by Jessica Sanders and Carol Rossetti
•
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RAINA TELGEMEIER

GUTS

SCHOL ASTIC 2019 (PBK) 224PP £8.99 ISBN 9780545852500

Raina’s tummy and toilet troubles just don’t seem to be going away, and
soon she develops a phobia around food and vomiting.
•
Compounded by worries about her body, school, bullies and changing
friendships, Raina reluctantly visits a therapist and gradually learns to
cope with her anxieties and fears.
•
Telgemeier brings us another thoughtful, charming and funny graphic
memoir about growing up and feeling comfortable in your own skin.
•
The lively comic-book-style illustrations make Raina’s story all the more
accessible and engaging.
(Age 9–11, 12–14) [SD]
READ ALSO: Smile by Raina Telgemeier
•

KWAME ALEXANDER illustrated by DAWUD ANYABWILE

THE CROSSOVER: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
ANDERSEN PRESS 2020 (PBK) 218PP £8.99 ISBN 9781783449590

This graphic novel in verse tells the story of twelve-year-old basketballmad twins Josh and Jordan Bell during an intense and eventful period
in their lives.
•
Both the language and visuals are jam-packed with emotion and energy,
jumping off the page like a basketball. The characters’ varying emotions
are vividly depicted on their faces, and the words beg to be read aloud.
•
Covering sibling rivalry, family love, the power of sport, first love and
grief, this is a powerful and unforgettable book.
(Age 12–14) [SMcN]
READ ALSO: Booked by Kwame Alexander and Dawud Anyabwile
•

LORENA ALVAREZ

HICOTEA

NOBROW 2019 (HBK) 64PP £14.99 ISBN 9781910620342

Just as unsettling and delightful as its predecessor, Lorena Alvarez’s new
instalment in the Nightlights series is as gorgeous as it is imaginative.
•
Sandy is still struggling to fit in and be just like her friends, and her new
adventure is an exploration of the impact we have on the world around
us and the nature of our human curiosity about the world.
•
Alvarez’s artwork is luminous and stunning, full of detail, evocative and
engaging.
(Age 12–14) [KC]
READ ALSO: Nightlights by Lorena Alvarez
•
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EDMOND BAUDOIN

PIERO

NEW YORK REVIEW COMICS 2018 (PBK) 123PP £14.99 ISBN 9781681372969

This graphic novel is a memoir of childhood by the prolific French
creator Edmond Baudoin, one of the first French comic-book authors to
focus on autobiography.
•
This volume is about his relationship with his brother, Piero. It offers
a very intimate and accessible view of their childhood, showing their
closeness throughout their youth.
•
Lovely black and white line drawings chart the brothers’ love of art and
Piero’s entry into and rejection of the art world.
•
Nostalgic and dream-like, this is a lovely book.
(Age 12–14) [MG]
READ ALSO: The Garden of Inside Outside by Chiara Mezzalama and Regis
Lejonc
•

FANNY BRITT translated by CHRISTELLE MORELLI and
SUSAN OURIOU illustrated by ISABELLE ARSENAULT

LOUIS UNDERCOVER

WALKER STUDIO 2019 (HBK) 160PP £17.99 ISBN 9781406378429

‘You don’t need to be a rocket scientist to know that if my dad cries, it’s
first and foremost because of the wine.’ Louis Undercover is the story
of a boy coming to terms with his father’s addiction and his parents’
separation.
•
In a family brimming with things unsaid, Louis’s capacity for
understanding, healing and growth is explored with sensitivity and
grace.
•
Central to this story are Louis’s relationships to others – everything that
follows stems from Louis’s resilience and hope. 		
(Age 12–14) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Jane, the Fox and Me by Fanny Britt and Isabelle Arsenault
•

EOIN COLFER and ANDREW DONKIN
illustrated by GIOVANNI RIGANO

ILLEGAL

HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 144PP £10.99 ISBN 9781444931686

This graphic novel traces two dangerous journeys for twelve-year-old
Ebo and his brother – one across the Sahara Desert and one crossing the
Mediterranean Sea.
•
This makes for a gripping story and a broad look at migration across
North Africa and the challenges of going or staying.
•
The blend of text and image is effective, and the tone is just right, in this
very human tale.
(Age 12–14) [CHen]
READ ALSO: Where the River Runs Gold by Sita Brahmachari
•
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KEVIN CROSSLEY-HOLLAND
illustrated by JEFFREY ALAN LOVE

NORSE MYTHS: TALES OF ODIN, THOR AND LOKI
WALKER STUDIO 2017 (HBK) 240PP £18.99 ISBN 9781406361841

Kevin Crossley-Holland’s name is synonymous with retellings of myth
and legend, and this new version of Norse myths doesn’t disappoint.
•
The passion and respect the author has for the origins of these tales
really shines through.
•
Crossley-Holland’s dedication to the tone of the original stories, while
giving them a refreshing face-lift, makes for some fascinating reading.
•
The text is complemented by Jeffrey Alan Love’s darkly graphic
illustrations. The limited colour palette and dynamic, stylised drawings
enhance the stories’ dark, otherworldly drama.
(Age 12–14) [LG]
READ ALSO: Arthur: The Always King by Kevin Crossley-Holland and
Chris Riddell
•

OEIN DeBHAIRDUIN illustrated by LEANNE McDONAGH

WHY THE MOON TRAVELS

SKEIN PRESS 2020 (HBK) 144PP €12.95 ISBN 9781916493506

These twenty folk stories written and illustrated by members of the
Traveller community are rooted in a close relationship with the natural
world.
•
Many are origin stories – of dandelions, stars, spiders and more – and all
are love stories in some way.
•
With a personal introduction to each tale, black and white illustrations
and a glossary, this is a special book.
(Age 12–14) [ViC]
READ ALSO: Once upon a Place by Eoin Colfer and PJ Lynch
•

SIOBHAN DOWD illustrated by EMMA SHOARD

THE PAVEE AND THE BUFFER GIRL

BARRINGTON STOKE 2019 (PBK) 112PP £7.99 ISBN 9781781128794

Traveller boy Jim Curran struggles with schooling and life in general in
the fictional Irish town of Dundray.
•
Everything is made better by settled girl Kit, and their innocent
romance gives this powerful book a magical quality.
•
This graphic novel is a sensitive portrayal of Traveller life, beautifully
written and illustrated.
(Age 12–14) [JMi]
READ ALSO: Infinite Sky by C.J. Flood
•
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DAMIEN GOODFELLOW

BLACK ’47: A STORY OF
IRELAND’S GREAT FAMINE
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2019 (PBK) 96PP €14.99 ISBN 9781847173652

It’s 1847, the third year of potato blight and famine in Ireland.
Jack Óg and his family risk dying of starvation if they don’t get a ticket
to America, but many hurdles stand in their way.
•
This graphic novel brings history to life with its haunting illustrations,
capturing the stark reality of poverty and hunger.
•
The setting may be bleak, but their ticket to America offers hope to the
family and readers.
(Age 12–14) [ZF]
READ ALSO: Big Jim by Rory McConville and Paddy Lynch
•
•

ARMIN GREDER

DIAMONDS

ALLEN & UNWIN 2020 (HBK) 36PP £12.99 ISBN 9781911631910

This book looks at the issue of diamond mining through Carolina, who
questions where her mother’s jewellery comes from.
•
Through entering a nightmarish dream-world, Carolina, and the reader,
gains a sense of the horrors of this industry.
•
The book’s powerful message is that we must question socio-economic
and racial injustice, no matter how uncomfortable it might be.
(Age 12–14) [VK]
READ ALSO: White Horse by Yan Ge
•

ZIGGY HANAOR illustrated by BENJAMIN PHILLIPS

ALTE ZACHEN: OLD THINGS

CICADA BOOKS 2022 (HBK) 72PP £16.99 ISBN 9781800660229

Eleven-year-old Benji and his grandmother, Bubbe Rosa, traverse
Brooklyn and Manhattan, gathering the ingredients for a Friday night
dinner.
•
While Benji is carefree and curious, nothing is quite as Bubbe
remembered it, and she feels alienated and angry when confronted with
the modern world.
•
This poignant graphic novel explores generational divides, Jewish
identity and the passage of time.
•
Charcoal, pen and watercolour illustrations powerfully juxtapose
Bubbe’s cherished memories with her modern realities.
(Age 12–14) [ED]
READ ALSO: Hour of the Bees by Lindsay Eagar
•
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STEVE KERSHAW illustrated by VICTORIA TOPPING

MYTHOLOGICA

WIDE EYED EDITIONS 2019 (HBK) 112PP £20.00 ISBN 9781786031921

This large-format highly illustrated encyclopaedia of Greek mythology
profiles fifty gods, goddesses, mortals and monsters, interspersed with
summaries of famous tales.
•
Each boldly stylised spread features a spectacular poster-like portrait
with snippets of text detailing the figure’s key characteristics, roles and
relationships, with a summary of their story.
•
The vibrant and modern artwork combines photography, painting and
collage to depict classical characters in a fresh and exciting way – a
visual feast that teen readers will enjoy dipping in and out of.
(Non-fiction, Age 12–14) [ED]
READ ALSO: Lore of the Wild: Folklore and Wisdom from Nature by Claire
Cock-Starkey
•

AMY KIM KIBUISHI 				

THE REMA CHRONICLES:
REALM OF THE BLUE MIST

SCHOL ASTIC 2022 (PBK) 272PP £8.99 ISBN 9781338115130

Faced with the mysterious death of her father, Tabby is determined to
discover the truth about what happened to him. This quest leads her to
Rema, into a fate she could never have imagined.
•
Kibuishi’s art style is endlessly imaginative and the world of Rema is
beautifully realised through the engaging narrative and the stunning
imagery.
•
Tabby is a wonderful protagonist; though somewhat introverted, her
emotional journey is convincing and rewarding, as is her burgeoning
relationship with the enigmatic Philip.
(Age 12–14) [BLo]
READ ALSO: Amulet: The Stonekeeper by Kazu Kibuishi
•

JONATHAN KING

THE INKBERG ENIGMA
GECKO PRESS 2020 (PBK) 128PP £12.99 ISBN 97817 76572663

There have always been some strange goings-on in the fishing town of
Aurora, but local kids Miro and Zia are about to learn just how weird
they can get.
•
Featuring foreboding castles, rough seas and perhaps a Lovecraftian
beast or two, this is a fun mystery for readers looking for supernatural
adventure.
•
Jonathan King has a crisp drawing style that captures the eerie story in
an appealing fashion.
(Age 12–14) [CL]
READ ALSO: Anya’s Ghost by Vera Brosgol
•
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GINGER LY illustrated by MOLLY PARK

SUEE AND THE SHADOW

AMULET 2017 (PBK) 235PP £8.99 ISBN 9781419725647

This beautiful, unsettling Korean graphic novel combines text and art in
a seamless way.
•
Suee is a courageous but cynical twelve-year-old, her unusual gothic
dress style and sharp hairstyle empower her, and she treats school bullies
with wit and cool dismissiveness.
•
The plot reflects folk, ghost and horror lore. Sinister ‘Shadows’ destroy
the identity of children, turning them into Zeroes, robotic creatures
without shadows.
•
This story is a fascinating moral journey, from being purely interested in
survival to finding sympathy with others.
(Age 12–14) [CK]
READ ALSO: Ghosts by Raina Telgemeier
•

MOLLY MENDOZA

SKIP

NOBROW 2022 (PBK) 168PP £12.99 ISBN 9781913123062

Brought together in the strangest of circumstances, Bloom and Gloopy
quickly realise that, despite their differences, they’re kindred spirits.
•
Molly Mendoza’s intense and evocative artwork perfectly captures the
strangeness of the worlds the friends find themselves negotiating as they
struggle to find their ways home.
•
This graphic novel is a beautiful and surreal exploration of identity,
friendship, creativity and what it means to belong.
•
It pushes the boundaries of the genre as Bloom and Gloop push at the
boundaries of their respective universes.
(Age 12–14) [KC]
READ ALSO: Pumpkin Heads by Rainbow Rowell and Faith Erin Hicks
•

HIAWYN ORAM illustrated by DAVID WYATT

NINE WORLDS IN NINE NIGHTS: A JOURNEY
THROUGH IMAGINARY LANDS
WALKER BOOKS 2019 (HBK) 48PP £18.99 ISBN 978140637 7 705

Meet Professor Dawn Gable, a scientist who only believes in hard facts.
That is until she is given a magic book with a phantom travel machine
to nine magical worlds.
•
In this beautiful illustrated book we learn about the nine worlds, from
a city of robots to King Arthur’s round table of Camelot to the flying
world of Lilliput and more.
•
Read this to see how the professor’s point of view changes and she
becomes enchanted by this world of imagination.
(Non-fiction, Age 12–14) [KT]
READ ALSO: Gulliver by Jonathan Swift, Mary Webb and Lauren O’Neill
•
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ALICE OSEMAN

HEARTSTOPPER: VOLUME 1
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 263PP £10.99 ISBN 9781444951387

When rugby player Nick and drummer Charlie meet in form class, they
become unlikely friends.
•
Charlie has a crush on Nick, but he thinks it is hopeless. Little does he
know, Nick is having feelings too, feelings he has never had about a boy
before.
•
Expressive illustrations bring Nick and Charlie’s world to life, showing
their blossoming relationship in person and through messages.
•
This wholesome queer graphic novel inspired the hit Netflix series.
(Age 12–14) [JD]
READ ALSO: Heartstopper: Volume 2 by Alice Oseman
•

PHILIP PULLMAN adapted by STÉPHANE MELCHIOR
illustrated by CLÉMENT OUBRERIE

NORTHERN LIGHTS: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
DOUBLEDAY 2017 (HBK) 220PP £18.99 ISBN 9780857535429

This graphic-novel treatment of the first leg of Philip Pullman’s
His Dark Materials trilogy affords yet another medium in which to
experience Lyra’s adventures.
•
The ambitious, fantastical yet sophisticated mythology of the story,
adapted by Stéphane Melchior, is aided and abetted by Clément
Oubrerie’s atmospheric visuals.
•
With child-snatchers, Gyptians, armoured bears and witches in the mix,
this is a heady concoction with steampunk trimmings, furnished with a
spellbinding climax in the ice-bound North.
(Age 12–14) [AlM]
READ ALSO: The Subtle Knife: The Graphic Novel by Philip Pullman,
Stéphane Melchior and Thomas Gilbert
•

MARLYN SPA AIJ

SISTERS OF THE MIST
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 136PP £10.99 ISBN 9781838740740

Spending another summer with Gran, Kyra and Janna are excited to
explore Frygea Forest and uncover its fantastical creatures. However,
eldest sister Margot seems more interested in reading about kissing
vampires and messaging friends.
•
When the Fog Furies lure Margot away, Kyra must confront and
ultimately embrace her sister’s transformation.
•
This atmospheric graphic novel is eerie and enchanting, comic and
heartfelt.
•
Gorgeous watercolour landscapes and expressive character drawings
perfectly weave the natural, supernatural and everyday to explore
puberty and sisterhood.
(Age 12–14) [ED]
READ ALSO: Séance Tea Party by Reimena Yee
•
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SHAUN TAN

DOG

WALKER BOOKS 2020 (HBK) 38PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406397147

This small pocket picturebook reflects on the beautiful relationship
between humans and dogs and how that has spanned time.
•
The striking illustrations by Shaun Tan are like unique paintings, and
they show us Dog’s loyalty to people and how special this relationship
still remains.
•
The poetry in this book captures the sense of hope that dogs bring to
humans, no matter how uncertain the future of the world is.
(Age 12–14) [AK]
READ ALSO: The Lost Thing by Shaun Tan
•

COLMÁN Ó RAGHALLAIGH
maisithe ag BARRY REYNOLDS
agus THE CARTOON SALOON

AN TÁIN

CLÓ MHAIGH EO 2006 (BOG) 44LCH €12.00 ISBN 9781899922288

Scéal na coimhlinte idir an rí Ailill agus an bhanríon Méabh –
santaíonn Méabh an tarbh Donn Cuailnge chun bheith ar comhchéim
lena fear céile
•
Tá cath idir airm Mhéabh agus Cú Chulainn, agus faigheann Cú
Chulainn an lámh in uachtar ag cosaint Cúige Uladh, nuair nach féidir
le laochra Uladh troid
•
Sárinsint ar An Táin atá san úrscéal grafach seo, le gaiscíocht agus
cogadh ina chroílár – níl an-iomarca téacs ann, rud a ligeann don ealaín
féin an scéal a insint.
(Aois 12–14, Aosaigh Óga) [PC]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Deirdre agus Mic Uisnigh le Colmán Ó Raghallaigh,
Barry Reynolds agus Audrey O’Brien
•

PAUL BOLGER agus BARRY DEVLIN

CÚ 1: COSANTÓIR

LEABHAR BREAC 2017 (BOG) 168LCH €12.00 ISBN 9781909907997

Scéal Chú Chulainn é seo, óna óige ar aghaidh, ach tá forbairt déanta ag
na húdair ar an scéal atá ar aithne ag cuid mhór dúinn cheana. Tá cuma
dhorcha leis an scéal a dtugann gné shuimiúil don scéal clúiteach seo.
•
Tá téamaí na miotaseolaíochta sa scéal i slí a chuireann ar fáil do
dhaoine óga go héasca iad.
•
Le béim ar an ealaíon agus níos lú scríobhneoireachta ann ná leabhar
traidisiúnta, is leabhar sothuigthe é seo d’fhoghlaimeoirí agus léitheoirí
óga.
(Aois 12–14, Aosaigh Óga) [ANíD]
LÉIGH FREISIN: Cú 2: Coimirceoir agus Cú 3: Fuascailteoir le Paul Bolger
agus Barry Devlin
•
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SAM BOSMA

FANTASY SPORTS 3: THE GREEN KING
NOBROW 2017 (HBK) 64PP £12.95 ISBN 9781910620182

Wiz and Mug’s adventures continue in this third volume of Fantasy
Sports, a graphic novel mash-up of magic and sport that is hilarious and
gripping.
•
This time around they’re taking on the world of golf and a mysterious
kingdom under the terrible reign of a hideous monster.
•
Sam Bosma’s fantastically engaging and completely unique comic series
answers that age-old question of what do I get my kid to read if they
really love fantastic monsters, competitive sports and kick-ass trainee
wizards!
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [LG]
READ ALSO: Fantasy Sports 2: The Bandit of Barrel Bay by Sam Bosma
•

JOE BRADY illustrated by PATRICE AGGS 		

NO COUNTRY

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 316PP £8.99 ISBN 9781788451833

This graphic novel depicts a dystopian Britain in which its ‘experiment
in democracy’ has failed, civil war rages and questioning authority is not
allowed.
•
Life for Bea and her family is getting harder and more dangerous, and
she knows they will have to flee the country soon, even though that
brings its own risks.
•
This is a powerful reminder of the struggles of refugees that invites
empathy and compassion with anyone living in an unsafe place.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [CHen]
READ ALSO: Welcome to Nowhere by Elizabeth Laird
•

GEORGE BUTLER

DRAWN ACROSS BORDERS:
TRUE STORIES OF MIGRATION
WALKER BOOKS 2021 (HBK) 54PP £15.00 ISBN 9781406392166

George Butler is an award-winning artist who has travelled to many
borders and war zones across the world to document the migrants
trapped between nations.
•
He tells us their stories in sensitive prose, providing context for his
beautiful pen and ink illustrations, which jump off the page.
•
This book is a powerful testament to the real lives that get lost behind
the headlines of war and global crisis.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [CL]
READ ALSO: The Mediterranean by Armin Greder
•
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JASON COCKCROFT

WE WERE WOLVES
ANDERSEN PRESS 2022 (PBK) 216PP £8.99 ISBN 9781839132001

This dark-tinged tale of family, violence and fear features a compelling
young hero who provides a powerful voice.
•
When the boy’s father goes to prison, he is left alone in the woods at the
mercy of his dad’s ‘associates’.
•
The darkness of his father’s struggles with trauma and crime are
balanced with the boy’s own struggles with school.
•
The strong storytelling is complemented by soft and subtle illustrations
evoking off-grid life, the changing seasons and the wonders of nature.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [LDR]
READ ALSO: Rat by Patrice Lawrence
•

A ARON DURÁN illustrated by SARA SOLER

SEASON OF THE BRUJA

ONI PRESS 2022 (PBK) 128PP £12.99 ISBN 9781549308161

Althalia is a daughter of an Indigenous Mexican family, the last Bruja,
tasked with protecting her family’s customs, traditions and magic.
•
She tries to protect the citizens of her city, Portland, from dangerous
demons, until one lone and misguided priest tries to put an end to their
witchcraft.
•
Mexican mythology and oral folk tales are uniquely described in a
modern-day setting with mystery and possibility.
•
This graphic novel is beautifully drawn, using striking rich tones of
purple, pinks and deep blues.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [EF]
READ ALSO: Empress and Aniya by Candice Carty-Williams
•

JOHN HENDRIX

THE FAITHFUL SPY: DIETRICH BONHOEFFER
AND THE PLOT TO KILL HITLER
ABRAMS BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 176PP £12.99 ISBN 9781419732652

Bonhoeffer was a German pastor whose Christian faith moved him to
stand up on behalf of ‘the other’ and act against Nazi persecution of the
Jews.
•
Accompanying the handwritten text is superb artwork that draws the
reader in, illustrating the horror of the times and the bravery of those
who resisted.
•
This is a beautiful book for fans of history or art, or anyone who is
moved by stories of faith, sacrifice and courage.
(Non-fiction, Age 12–14, Young Adult) [SMcN]
READ ALSO: Rocking the System by Siobhán Parkinson and Bren Luke
•
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ANTHONY HOROWITZ adapted by ANTONY JOHNSTON
illustrated by AMRIT BIRDI

ALEX RIDER: ARK ANGEL –
THE GRAPHIC NOVEL

WALKER BOOKS 2020 (PBK) 176PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406341898

This graphic novel continues popular young hero Alex Rider’s many
adventures but can also be read as a standalone story.
•
This full-on action-packed story covers important issues like the
environment, terrorism and organised crime. As is usually the case, Alex
outwits all the grown-ups, good and bad.
•
Fantastic illustrations keep up with the fast-paced and energetic
storytelling – a brilliant alternative to the original series, ideal for visual
learners.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [LDR]
READ ALSO: Alex Rider: Point Blank – The Graphic Novel by Anthony
Horowitz, Antony Johnston and Kanako Yuzuru
•

MOLLY KNOX OSTERTAG

THE GIRL FROM THE SEA
SCHOL ASTIC 2021 (PBK) 256PP £10.99 ISBN 9781338540574

A fresh graphic-novel take on the age-old magical mermaid/selkie story.
When Morgan kisses the strange girl in the water who saves her from
drowning, Keltie is able to join Morgan on land. As she comes to terms
with her identity, first love, coming out and friendships all come into play.
•
Clever use of illustrated group texts figures prominently, showing trueto-life teenage friend-group dynamics and highlighting the collision of
Morgan’s two lives – the one her friends know and her new secret one.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [JMu]
READ ALSO: Baby Teeth by Meg Grehan
•
•

JENNIFER MURO and THOMAS KRA JEWSKI
illustrated by GRETEL LUSKY

PRIMER

DC COMICS 2020 (PBK) 160PP £7.99 ISBN 9781401296575

Ashley has had a tough start in life, spending years being moved around
foster homes. But things are improving for her, especially when she
encounters an enticing suitcase filled with body paints.
•
When Ashley experiments with them she discovers the superpowers that
the paints provide. Ashley uses these powers to help others, but
not everyone is happy about it.
•
Ashley is a character that many young people will relate to as she
overcomes some of the challenges in her past through art and selfexpression.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [LL]
READ ALSO: The Babysitters Club: Kristy’s Great Idea by Ann M. Martin
and Raina Telgemeier
•
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LAUREN MYRACLE illustrated by ISA AC GOODHART

UNDER THE MOON: A CATWOMAN TALE
DC INK 2019 (PBK) 195PP £12.99 ISBN 9781401285913

Under the Moon manages to present younger readers with an origin story
for Selina Kyle, Catwoman, that they can relate to and enjoy without
feeling overwhelmed by her expansive history.
•
Myracle and Goodhart present Selina at the very beginning of her
Catwoman journey, desperate for escape while living with a neglectful
mother and her mother’s abusive husband.
•
This fun, wonderfully illustrated story fully embraces Catwoman’s
moral greyness – a great read for anyone after some excitement.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [ES]
READ ALSO: Drama by Raina Telgemeier
•

GEORGE ORWELL illustrated by CHRIS MOULD

ANIMAL FARM: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
FABER & FABER 2021 (HBK) 156PP £14.99 ISBN 9780571366705

Manor Farm was much like any other farm until a successful uprising
by the hard-working animals. However, they soon learn in their new
society that some animals aren’t as equal as others.
•
Orwell’s tale of betrayal, greed and totalitarianism remains as
compelling today as it did in 1945, aided by Chris Mould’s scratchy
artwork.
•
Giving the animals a wonderfully satirical energy, the drawings are the
perfect complement to the classic parable.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [CL]
READ ALSO: The Collective by Lindsey Whitlock
•

MAL PEET illustrated by EMMA SHOARD

THE FAMILY TREE

BARRINGTON STOKE 2018 (PBK) 72PP £7.99 ISBN 9781781128053

Benjamin’s dad has built an amazing treehouse. But only when
Benjamin is an adult does he recognise the storm that was brewing in
his family during the time he spent with his father up in the Nest.
•
Peet’s eloquent and heartbreaking narrative flows with an effortless ease
that enthrals the reader from start to finish.
•
Shoard’s vivid illustrations complement the themes of marital unease
and mental-health struggles that arise during the main character’s
reflection upon his memories of the Nest.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [JG]
READ ALSO: Good Boy by Mal Peet
•
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MARCUS SEDGWICK and JULIAN SEDGWICK
illustrated by ALEXIS DEACON

VOYAGES IN THE UNDERWORLD
OF ORPHEUS BLACK

WALKER BOOKS 2019 (HBK) 320PP £14.99 ISBN 9781406357929

Through a combination of prose, poetry and images, this graphic novel
tells the story of the ever-widening gap in brothers Harry and Ellis’s
relationship amidst the chaos of World War II.
•
Harry suffers from wounded delirium, and his mind begins to blur the
lines between his grim war-torn reality and his own surreal, fantastical
imagination.
•
The haunting illustrations throughout are those from Harry’s artist’s
book, which he relies on to make sense of the world and survive.
•
This is a thought-provoking reading experience.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [KSS]
READ ALSO: Geis: A Matter of Life and Death by Alexis Deacon
•

PAM SMY

THE HIDEAWAY
PAVILION BOOKS 2021 (HBK) 232PP £14.99 ISBN 9781843654797

Billy has had enough of the shouting and violence at home; after
packing his things, he hides at the old cemetery. There he meets an old
man who works to keep the graveyard looking nice and Billy helps him,
uncovering old gravestones and wondering about people’s lives.
•
Dealing with tough issues such as domestic violence and bullying, Smy’s
striking illustration style captures the seriousness of the story and the
gloom of late October.
•
This is a powerful and uplifting story with touches of the supernatural.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult) [LDR]
READ ALSO: The Nest by Kenneth Oppel and Jon Klassen
•

DR CHRIS YUILL and DR CHRISTOPHER THORPE

HEADS UP SOCIOLOGY

DK 2018 (HBK) 160PP £9.99 ISBN 9780241296936

This book explores how sociology investigates topics such as identity,
class, race, wealth and inequality and raises fascinating questions about
how individuals are influenced by the society they belong to.
•
There are profiles of influential sociologists and examples of research
projects and real-life scenarios.
•
The design is superb, with striking illustrations and eye-catching quotes
and statistics to break up the text.
•
Encouraging critical thinking, this is an ideal book for curious minds.
(Non-fiction, Age 12–14, Young Adult) [SMcN]
READ ALSO: Made on Earth by Wolfgang Korn
•
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DAVID ALMOND illustrated by DAVE McKEAN

JOE QUINN’S POLTERGEIST

WALKER BOOKS 2020 (HBK) 80PP £7.99 ISBN 9781406383041

This graphic novel tells the story of Joe Quinn whose house is haunted
by a poltergeist, which he invites people over to see first-hand.
•
Only Davie believes Joe, as he hopes to reach out to a dead sister and
that it might be possible for ghosts to exist.
•
This is an intriguing story dealing with grief with a haunting theme.
(Age Young Adult) [KT]
READ ALSO: A Song for Ella Grey by David Almond
•

LAURIE HALSE ANDERSON
illustrated by EMILY CARROLL

SPEAK: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 384PP £10.99 ISBN 9781444953732

A graphic novel retelling of the 1999 novel, Anderson’s tale of
depression, growth and empowerment is as relevant today as it was
twenty years ago.
•
Melinda is a social pariah at school whose cynical narration paints a
genuine portrait of a teenager who has fallen out of love with life.
•
The story is bolstered by Emily Carroll’s excellent art, with occasionally
nightmarish illustrations that help to accentuate Melinda’s depressed
worldview.
•
This is firmly in the young adult camp, meaning there may be parts that
some readers find upsetting.
(Age Young Adult) [AD]
READ ALSO: The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky
•

M.T. ANDERSON

SYMPHONY FOR THE CITY OF THE DEAD:
DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH AND THE SIEGE OF
LENINGRAD
WALKER BOOKS 2017 (PBK) 464PP £9.99 ISBN 9780763691004

Melding history, biography and the impact of music into a powerful and
striking account of the Siege of Leningrad, this book will resonate for
some time after you put it down.
•
In a text filled with thoroughly researched details and accompanied by
photographs, illustrations and images, Anderson describes clearly how
the siege came about, the life and circumstance of Dmitri Shostakovich
and how his music came to encapsulate the siege.
•
This is a must-read for any teen interested in history.
(Non-fiction, Age Young Adult) [ET]
READ ALSO: Landscape with Invisible Hand by M.T. Anderson
•
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DEAN ATTA illustrated by ANSHIKA KHULLAR

THE BLACK FLAMINGO

HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2020 (PBK) 360PP £12.99 ISBN 9781444948608

This verse novel tells the story of Michael Angeli, a mixed-race gay
teenager.
•
We follow Michael from primary school through to university, where he
finds his tribe in the Drag Society.
•
This bold and heartfelt book about embracing your identity and
exploring your uniqueness deals with friendship, family and navigating
different identities as you grow up.
•
Grayscale illustrations and clever graphics including text messages and
handwritten poems make this a vibrant and visually appealing book.
(Age Young Adult) [JD]
READ ALSO: The Poet X by Elizabeth Acevedo
•

JORIS BAS BACKER

KISSES FOR JET:
A COMING-OF-GENDER STORY
NOBROW 2022 (PBK) 205PP £14.99 ISBN 9781913123031

Set in the Netherlands in 1999, Jet, sixteen, is sent to live in a boarding
house when their parents move abroad to (mysteriously) take care of the
Millennium Bug.
•
In this coming-of-gender story, Jet moves towards the realisation that
they feel less connected to the gender they were assigned at birth.
•
Jet’s journey and friendships are endearing, funny and authentic, helped
no doubt by the lived experience of the author.
(Age Young Adult) [KD]
READ ALSO: Felix Ever After by Kacen Callender
•

ALEXIS DEACON

CURSE OF THE CHOSEN, VOLUME 1:
A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH AND A GAME
WITHOUT RULES
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2022 (PBK) 216PP £14.99 ISBN 9781910620830

When the great chief Matarka dies a new leader must be chosen, but
little do the candidates know of the challenges that await them in this
dark and beautiful graphic novel.
•
The story focuses on Io and Nemas, two complex and nuanced
characters with differing morals and priorities.
•
The candidates must face deadly challenges should they wish to prevail,
including a deadly game without any apparent rules.
•
This book is set against a beautiful fantasy backdrop, filled with secrets
and betrayal.
(Age Young Adult) [SG]
READ ALSO: The Curse of the Chosen, Volume 2 by Alexis Deacon
•
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A . J. DUNGO

IN WAVES

NOBROW 2019 (PBK) 374PP £16.99 ISBN 9781910620632

This graphic novel interweaves the biographies of two historically
significant surfers with the autobiographical narrative of the young
contemporary protagonist, who also surfs.
•
Describing the protagonist’s initial meeting with Kristen and the
growth of their relationship, it also charts the course of Kristen’s illness
with cancer and her determination to live life as fully as possible despite
her diagnosis.
•
The moving story employs two muted colour schemes – one consisting
of blues and turquoises, the other various shades of brown – to
differentiate the narratives being told.
(Age Young Adult) [MG]
READ ALSO: The Bones of Me by Kel Duckhouse
•

DR MATTEO FARINELLA

THE SENSES

NOBROW 2017 (HBK) 163PP £14.99 ISBN 9781910620175

This book examines the senses – touch, taste, smell, hearing and
vision – demonstrating that the graphic format is ideal for making
complex biological systems comprehensible to all.
•
Diane is prototyping an augmented virtual reality device, but lightning
strikes just as it is turned on, electrocuting her and catapulting the
protagonists on journeys through the human body, narrated via
sequential monochrome panels with or without text.
•
The hand-drawn imagery is hallucinatory and largely composed of
accurately rendered biological diagrams.
(Non-fiction, Age Young Adult) [HP]
READ ALSO: Neurocomic by Matteo Farinella
•

LEWIS HANCOX

WELCOME TO ST. HELL:
MY TRANS TEEN MISADVENTURE
SCHOL ASTIC 2022 (PBK) 304PP £10.99 ISBN 9780702313905

This is a candid and frank graphic memoir about the author’s life as a
trans boy growing up uncomfortable in his body and slowly discovering
who he is.
•
It cleverly shows us both parts of his story – a powerful, brutally honest
depiction of his experiences and the intensity of negotiating high school
while dealing with gender dysphoria, at a time before transitioning was
well understood.
•
With adult themes, this is strongly advised for older readers.
(Age Young Adult) [JMu]
READ ALSO: The Art of Being Normal by Lisa Williamson
•
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E. LOCKHART illustrated by MANUEL PREITANO

WHISTLE: A NEW GOTHAM CITY HERO
DC COMICS 2021 (PBK) 208PP £12.99 ISBN 97817 79508737

In this thrilling graphic novel from DC Comics, readers are introduced
to Gotham City’s newest hero, sixteen-year-old Willow Zimmerman.
•
Willow is passionate about rejuvenating her local community of Down
River, while also dedicated to looking after her ill mother at home.
•
Alongside her canine companion Lebowitz, Willow must embrace a new
identity as Whistle to protect Down River from exploitation.
•
The book is beautifully illustrated by Preitano, with particular care
given to individual character designs and different fashion styles.
(Age Young Adult) [RoC]
READ ALSO: Genuine Fraud by E. Lockhart
•

KARL MARX illustrated by MAGUMA

GOD OF MONEY

TARA BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 20PP £14.99 ISBN 9789383145492

God of Money is based on the chapter about money in Karl Marx’s
famous 1844 work Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts.
•
It is a work of art, with stunning illustrations by Spanish artist Maguma
(pseudonym for the artist Marcos Guardiola Martin) that capture the
horror and danger of a surreal and unequal world.
•
A critique of greed and materialism, this book modernises Marx’s
ideas – which are, sadly, as relevant now as they were in the nineteenth
century – for a young audience of today.
(Age Young Adult) [RdeB]
READ ALSO: The Assassination of Brangwain Spurge by M.T. Anderson and
Eugene Yelchin
•

L.L. McKINNEY illustrated by ROBYN SMITH

NUBIA: REAL ONE

DC COMICS 2021 (PBK) 208PP £12.99 ISBN 9781401296407

Nubia is a Black teenager living in the US who has always been careful
to keep her powers a secret, but she also has a need to protect others.
•
When she knocks out a bully for harassing her friend at a high school
party, she is worried that her family will have to move now her secret is
out.
•
This is a fantastic introduction to a new teenage superhero, highlighting
the racism, sexism and danger facing many young people today,
especially young Black women.
(Age Young Adult) [LDR]
READ ALSO: Concrete Rose by Angie Thomas
•
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LIZE MEDDING

THE SAD GHOST CLUB
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 208PP £10.99 ISBN 9781444957358

The sad ghost is simply doing their best each day, even if they think
their best is not good enough.
•
This graphic novel is illustrated beautifully in a colour palette that
mirrors the sadness of the main character.
•
This is an enlightening introduction to the experience of living with
mental illness for young readers.
(Age Young Adult) [DC]
READ ALSO: The Sad Ghost Club 2: Find Your Kindred Spirits by Lize
Medding
•

C.G. MOORE illustrated by BECKY CHILCOTT

GUT FEELINGS

UCL AN PUBLISHING 2021 (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781912979431

This is the story of the author’s struggle with chronic illness, beginning
when he is eleven, first learning about his illness and what is to come.
•
It follows him as he grows into a teenager and young adult, the reader
feeling each emotion with him.
•
This is a tale of loss and acceptance, of coming to terms with the
situation he finds himself in and learning to love himself again.
(Age Young Adult) [ELM]
READ ALSO: Fall Out by C.G. Moore
•

ANDREW RAE

MOONHEAD AND THE MUSIC MACHINE
NOBROW 2017 (PBK) 176PP £12.99 ISBN 9781910620335

This graphic novel for older teens is quite literally out of this world.
Moonhead is a dreamer and a fantasiser; while his body may be in high
school, his head is definitely out in space.
•
This vivid and richly illustrated graphic novel is a feast for the visual
senses and takes the reader on a tongue-in-cheek-style visit down the
rabbit hole on a journey into Moonhead’s world.
•
It’s a great read for teens with an interest in philosophy and art.
(Age Young Adult) [BLo]
READ ALSO: The Chaos of Now by Erin Lange
•
•
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JASON REYNOLDS illustrated by JASON GRIFFIN 		

OXYGEN MASK

FABER & FABER 2022 (PBK) 384PP £9.99 ISBN 9780571374748

This graphic novel is a political commentary on racism, the pandemic
and the ‘suffocating’ bombardment of news people face through various
forms of media.
•
The beautiful illustrations are primarily black, white and red and
complement the succinct text on each page.
•
Although it has a bleak outlook in the beginning, this book leaves the
reader with hope as the young child learns that he should be looking to
his family to lift him up and not material goods.
(Age Young Adult) [AD]
READ ALSO: Piecing Me Together by Renée Watson
•

JASON REYNOLDS
illustrated by DANICA NOVGORODOFF

LONG WAY DOWN: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
FABER & FABER 2020 (PBK) 204PP £12.99 ISBN 9780571366019

On his way to avenge his brother’s death, Will meets some ghosts from
his past in the elevator. Each person tells Will the full story of how they
died by gun violence.
•
This graphic novel looks at the harsh realities of gun culture with
honesty and compassion, and shows that there are often no easy
answers.
•
The watercolour art uses very few colours for a powerful effect.
(Age Young Adult) [EB]
READ ALSO: Dear Martin by Nic Stone
•

SENY

SAIGAMI, VOLUME 1
ROCKPORT PUBLISHERS INC 2022 (PBK) 208PP £9.99 ISBN 9780760376850

This manga-inspired graphic novel follows Ayumi who, following an
unfortunate accident, finds herself in another world where humans,
known as Saigami, manipulate the elements to their will.
•
Ayumi must find her way home and come to terms with her difficult
past.
•
The story deals with anxiety, loneliness and neglect in a way that is
relatable to young people.
•
The art style and imaginative fantasy world create a great entry point for
young adults interested in the manga genre.
(Age Young Adult) [SG]
READ ALSO: Saigami, Volume 2 by Seny
•
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JULIAN SEDGWICK illustrated by CHIE KUTSUWADA

TSUNAMI GIRL

GUPPY BOOKS 2021 (PBK) 376PP £9.99 ISBN 9781913101466

Yuki, who has anxiety and can’t go to school, is visiting her grandfather
in Japan when the 2011 earthquake and tsunami hit the area around
Fukushima.
•
When she returns a year later, Yuki and her old friend Taka travel into
the nuclear exclusion zone and find a space between life and death.
•
Part novel, part manga, this story is a moving look at art, anxiety,
family and grief, beautifully blended with Japanese folklore, art and
heritage.
(Age Young Adult) [EB]
READ ALSO: Run for Your Life by Jane Mitchell
•

PAM SMY

THORNHILL
DAVID FICKLING BOOKS 2017 (HBK) 533PP £14.99 ISBN 9781910200612

Part graphic novel, part diary, this story follows two young girls named
Ella and Mary across two timelines.
•
The dark themes are alluded to by the stark black, grey and white colour
palette. The illustrations tell the reader what is happening in Ella’s life
with sometimes just a small, simple change from one spread to the next.
•
This ghostly story is a tender, heart-wrenching account of grief,
loneliness and finding friendship that many teenagers will relate to.
(Age Young Adult) [AD]
READ ALSO: Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children by Ransom Riggs
•

DEIRDRE SULLIVAN illustrated by KAREN VAUGHAN

TANGLEWEED AND BRINE

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS 2018 (PBK) 180PP €11.00 ISBN 9781912417117

This is a book of dark, beguiling feminist retellings of both familiar and
less well-known fairy tales.
•
The beautiful line drawings by Karen Vaughan match the tone of the
collection perfectly, recalling the work of Harry Clarke and Aubrey
Beardsley.
•
With a focus on the female experience and body, Sullivan challenges
the docile victimhood of fairy-tale heroines but does not avoid the cruel
nature of these magical worlds.
•
The writing is gorgeous and lyrical, the stories haunting and moving – a
collection to treasure.
(Age Young Adult) [JD]
READ ALSO: Savage Her Reply by Deirdre Sullivan and Karen Vaughan
•
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HAMISH STEELE

DEADENDIA: THE WATCHER’S TEST
NOBROW 2018 (PBK) 220PP £12.99 ISBN 9781910620472

Deadendia is a graphic novel with a superb storyline, exploding with
inventive illustrations.
•
Barney, the protagonist, works alongside his friend and his dog to
overcome evil forces wreaking havoc on an amusement park – which
happens to contain the gateway to hell.
•
This text is suitable for anyone who likes to read fast-paced, eventful,
all-inclusive stories. It may appeal especially to transgender young adults
or those who feel unrepresented by the mainstream media.
•
It is definitely a requirement for all comprehensive libraries!
(Age Young Adult) [SM]
READ ALSO: Deadendia: The Broken Halo by Hamish Steele
•

SHAUN TAN

TALES FROM THE INNER CITY
WALKER STUDIO 2022 (PBK) 224PP £16.99 ISBN 9781529504378

This collection of twenty-five strange, intriguing short stories comes
from the acclaimed Australian artist who won the CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medal for illustration in 2020.
•
The rich oil-on-canvas images accompanying each tale depict animals
and sometimes humans in urban landscapes, often with a surreal,
dystopian edge. For example, giant snails loom over a busker; a lawyer
accompanies a bear to court.
•
The reader is invited to reflect on humanity’s relationship with our
environment, without being led to any easy answers.
(Age Young Adult) [CHen]
READ ALSO: The Arrival by Shaun Tan
•

MAGGIE THRASH

HONOR GIRL

CANDLEWICK PRESS 2017 (PBK) 267PP £7.99 ISBN 9780763687557

Fifteen-year-old Maggie has attended all-girl Christian Camp Bellflower
almost every summer of her life.
•
But this year, Maggie falls suddenly, hopelessly and, to herself,
surprisingly, in love with Erin, an older female counsellor.
•
The author’s accompanying watercolour pencil illustrations give the text
qualities evocative of a teenage journal.
•
This autobiographical graphic novel is a searingly honest coming-of-age
story capturing the confusion of both first-ever love and first same-sex
love.
(Age Young Adult) [RuC]
READ ALSO: The Henna Wars by Adiba Jaigirdar
•
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